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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
PHYSICS is a project that aims at delivering a complete vertical solution offering an advanced cloud application 
environment to translate created application workflow to deployable functional sequences, based on the 
Function as a Service model, optimizing their placement across multi-Cloud sources exploiting the computational 
space-time continuum as well as advanced semantics. 

This deliverable reports the overall progress of project from M1 to M12. It includes the status of the work done 
along with explanations of the work carried out at WP level, innovation potential analysis, risk and contingency 
actions with comments on the occurred risks, and deviations from the workplan. It also serves as input for the 
technical reporting of the upcoming first project review. Further versions of the deliverable will include 
comments about the previous project reviews as well as information about financial reporting of Partners.  

During the first twelve months of the project (M1-M12), the consortium has achieved the foreseen progresses 
across the objectives of the project, including the technological objectives, the pilots’ development objectives and 
the innovation and exploitation objectives. Specifically, the project has advanced in the following areas: 

 Set the risk management and quality plan, whose objective is to provide clear guidelines to the whole 
Consortium on best practices and procedures to be followed. 

 Data and ethics management plan, providing an overview on how data will be used and re-used in 
respect to FAIR principles. The document is a living document and will be updated with further 
specifications and details. 

 The PHYSICS Web presence, infrastructure, papers, as well as blog posts and social media presence. 

 Communication, dissemination, exploitation plan and activities, business innovation, and handbook 
activities. 

 Market analysis, competitors and landscape identification, and potential report. 

 State of the art analysis, requirements definitions for pilots and the platform itself and depiction of the 
components to be developed along with draft on first prototypes. 

 PHYSICS reference architecture, connections among components, integration among work packages and 
alignment with pilots’ requirements and objectives. 

 PHYSICS application scenarios definition, requirements and flows of the pilots and goals each pilot has 
in relation to the usage of the PHYSICS platform to optimize their applications or resolve specific issues. 

The above list is not exhaustive, indeed in this document all the achievements are reported in a structured way, 
mapping also the status of each KPI in respect to the project objectives. Overall, the project is still on an initial 
phase but is currently proceeding at the right pace, totally aligned with the workplan defined in the Description 
of Action. The first year of PHYSICS focused on project management, communication and dissemination, analysis, 
requirements definition, reference architecture and the initiation of the technical activities. For the coming 
months, several developments targeting on a project review with a first version of the integrated PHYSICS 
platform and a first iteration of the pilots, as per the milestones MS05 and MS06 are planned. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
The deliverable illustrates the concrete effort made by the partners towards working and collaborating in 
the consortium in order to achieve the main goals of the PHYSICS project, by taking into account the main 
achievements attained in the two semesters period taken under examination.  

The objective is to provide readers the reasoning to better understand the status of the work done so far 
and the rational expectations for the next months. Moreover, the analysis concerns the alignment of the 
consortium with respect to the six key objectives. Furthermore, the deliverable enlists a number of 
deliverables produced and the accomplishment of the specific tasks with relation to every work package. 

The section dedicated to the overview of the progress allows a complete comprehension of the submitted 
deliverables, the degree of achievement concerning the milestones. It offers a wide perspective over the 
major KPIs and their status to have a clear view on the overall outcome of the work performed in the first 
twelve months, together with an innovation potential analysis in order to better understand the innovative 
potential of the PHYSICS project and its cascading effects on the performance and on future exploitation. A 
table of risks and contingency actions to illustrate whether a risk has occurred and how the consortium has 
tackled it is provided as well. In the conclusive part of the deliverable, particular attention is given to the 
use of resources and deviations in order to assess the planning capabilities of the consortium concerning 
the effort to be put over all tasks and work packages, by confronting the expected effort and the effective 
commitment. 

1.1 Objectives of the Deliverable  
This deliverable reports the overall progress of project from M1 to M12. It includes:  

 The status of the work done along with explanations of the work carried out at WP level, 

 innovation potential analysis, 

 risk and contingency actions with comments on the occurred risks, and 

 deviations from the work plan. 

It also serves as input for the technical reporting of the upcoming first project review. Further versions of the 
deliverable will include comments about the previous project reviews as well as information about financial 
reporting of Partners. The main objective is to report all the work done in the project in this first period 
highlighting the achievements, the deviations from the workplan and the risks. This deliverable sets the basis for 
a successful management and delivery of the project, to keep track and foresee the development as well as 
possible issues or delays that may arise. 
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2. STATUS OF THE WORK DONE 
This deliverable reports the status of the work done within the PHYSICS project during its first year, 
meaning from M01 to M12. It contains the general progresses of the project in alignment with the 
Description of Action and its work plan. The carried out activities take into account management, 
communication, dissemination and technical aspects as well as their demonstrations on the pilots. 
Moreover, the document shows figures of planned and spent effort per partner justifying any relevant 
deviation to anticipate and tackle any possible issue that may arise in the next core phases of the project. 

Specifically, this section reports: 

 Progresses and documentation namely submitted deliverables and achieved milestones. 

 Achievements towards planned objectives and respective KPIs. 

 Drill-down of the work carried out per WP. 

2.1 Overview of the progresses  
The overview of the PHYSICS project’s progresses reported below included all the submitted deliverables 
along with comments, the achieved milestones with pointers to the deliverables, and the achievements 
related to objectives and their KPIs. 

2.1.1 Submitted deliverables  
Below the table with the submitted deliverables. The column “Status” contains numbers:  

1. Finalized and static 

2. Living document - might be updated 

3. To be resubmitted - comments needed 

No. Title Task Leader Type Diss. Deadline Submitted Status 

D2.1 Market Analysis and Potential Report T2.1 GFT R PU 28/02/2021 28/02/2021 1 

D7.1 Web Presence T7.1 INNOV OTH PU 28/02/2021 28/02/2021 1 

D1.1 Risk Management and Quality Plan T1.1 GFT R CO 31/03/2021 31/03/2021 2 

D2.2 State of the Art Analysis and 
Requirements Definition V1 

T2.2 INQ R PU 30/04/2021 30/04/2021 1 

D1.2 Data and Ethics Management Plan V1 T1.4 GFT R CO 30/06/2021 30/06/2021 1 

D8.1 POPD - Requirement No. 1 
 

GFT Ethics CO 30/06/2021 30/06/2021 1 

D2.4 PHYSICS Reference Architecture 
Specification V1 

T2.3 UPM R PU 31/07/2021 02/08/2021 3 

D6.3 PHYSICS application scenarios 
definition V1 

T6.2 FTDS R PU 31/07/2021 30/07/2021 1 

D7.2 Communication, Dissemination and 
Standardization Plan and Activities V1 

T7.1 
T7.3 

INNOV R PU 31/12/2021 28/12/2021 1 

D7.5 Business Innovation, Exploitation 
Plan and Handbook Activities V1 

T7.2 GFT R PU 31/12/2021 28/12/2021 1 

Table 1 - Submitted deliverables 
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D2.4 shows and describes the project reference architecture and all its components. It had a delay of 2 days 
and it will be updated and resubmitted before the project review in M18. In the moment of delivery, 
technical advancements were limited according to the short period of developments in the project. Indeed, 
several components and links are clearer and more detailed now and will be even more in coming months 
as soon as the prototypes are developed and the integrated platform is available. For the above reasons, to 
provide a comprehensive overview of this scenario, D2.4 will be resubmitted before the mid-term project 
review. 

2.1.2 Achieved milestones  
Below the table with the milestones of the project in M01-M12. The column “Achieved” contains “Y” if the 
milestone has been achieved, “N” if it has not yet. 

MS Title WP M Deadline Means of Verification Achieved 

MS01 Market and 
requirements 

WP2 
WP7 

M04 30/04/2021 Market Gaps Analysis and S.M.A.R.T. 
Requirements Generation complete. D2.1 
& D2.2 available 

Y 

MS02 RA and UC 
Scenarios design 
(1st cycle) 

WP2 
WP6 

M07 31/07/2021 Application scenarios design, overall 
PHYSICS vertical solution design 
Reference Architecture complete. D2.4 & 
D6.3 available 

Y 

MS03 Initial release of 
Outreach activities 

WP7 M12 31/12/2021 Initial version of the Communication, 
Exploitation, Standardization plans and 
activities. D7.2 & D7.5 available 

Y 

Table 2 - Achieved milestones 

2.1.3 Objectives and KPIs  
The objectives and KPIs of the project are reported in the table below which starts from the information 
described in the DoA and maps the current status of the project in respect to the achievements. 

Objective 1: Elevation of semantic descriptions for both Cloud services and application 
requirements 

WP Reference: WP3,4,5 

PHYSICS will provide the necessary semantic descriptions that are necessary for incorporating features of 
offered services in terms of available characteristics, such as GPUs existence, FPGA abilities, operators’ 
existence, caching memory levels etc. Furthermore, it will also enhance these descriptions with QoS 
features of a measured service such as experienced performance, network latency, bandwidth, as well as 
general statistical properties of the latter, as a means to enable incorporation of such factors in 
inferencing, leading to optimized resource selection for used services. A similar linkable set of features 
(including application configuration parameters) will be used as expressed requirements or abilities of 
application components so that the two sets of descriptions can be joined during resource selection. 
Therefore, semantics will be exploited not only in terms of selection but also for functional adaptation 
during operation. Furthermore, metadata mechanisms of existing FaaS platforms and container 
orchestration systems will be leveraged in order to express these needs also during submitting the 
deployment of a service graph to the relevant systems. 

M1-M12 Achievements 

First version of the PHYSICS Application Core ontology, describing main parts of an app (functions, flows 
and services) and their structure 

First version of the PHYSICS Application Extension ontology, describing requirements, dependencies and 
deployable artefacts location for deployment automation.  
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Usage of semantics to structure the deployment process. 

Creation and incorporation of annotations from the developer to the management layers. 

First version of the Semantics Block, which incorporates the Reasoning Framework and the Resource 
Semantics. The Semantics Block provides the tools to process, store, retrieve, query and perform semantic 
reasoning over the input application and resource graphs.  

First version of the Service Semantics ontology, which describes a cluster’s structure, components and 
characteristics. Mechanisms to inject information into the aforementioned ontology from various sources 
implement in the Semantics Block.  

Related Deliverables 

D3.1-Functional and Semantic Continuum Services Design Framework Scientific Report and Prototype 
Description V1 [in progress] 

D4.1 Cloud Platform Services for a Global Space-Time Continuum Interplay Scientific Report and Prototype 
Description V1 [in progress] 

D5.1-Extended Infrastructure Services with Adaptable Algorithms Scientific Report and Prototype 
Description V1 [in progress] 

Objective 2: Enhance transparency, abstraction and application development reuse through 
intuitive flow programming approaches incorporating typical cloud design patterns structures 

WP Reference: WP3 

PHYSICS will offer design environments based on the flow programming style that may be used to dictate 
application structure based on existing components. These definitions will be translated in the respective 
Functional framework (such as Openwhisk, OpenFaaS etc.), thus making them suitable for deployment 
across a range of available resources supported by the latter. Typical cloud design patterns abstracted 
implementations (e.g. map-reduce, AI model training, messaging, endpoint monitoring, gatekeeper etc.) will 
be made available for incorporation in the abstract flows, while specific necessary helper constructs may 
be reused (such as scalers, control elements, storage clients etc.) tailored to the needs of the environment. 
The environment will also include necessary adapters in order to drive data transformation across different 
services as well as generic adapters implementing aspects such as security, easily integrated within the 
application flows. Through the reuse of these ready-made sub flows, development times may be 
significantly enhanced as well as decoupled from the specifics of the underlying environments and 
architectures, adapting directly to the FaaS paradigm and feeding into the mechanisms of the next objective.  

M1-M12 Achievements 

Three diverse modes of execution, giving the option to the developer to mix and match different runtimes, 
execution modes and orchestration capabilities. 

First Version of the Design Environment, including a complex DevOps process for generating deployable 
artefacts for the aforementioned modes. 

Creation of a variety of patterns addressing function wrapping, state management, workflow constructs, 
parallelization primitives, security and privacy, optimization etc. 

Packaging and inclusion in a standalone tool. 

Related Deliverables 

D3.1-Functional and Semantic Continuum Services Design Framework Scientific Report and Prototype 
Description V1 [in progress] 
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Objective 3: Workflow distribution, functional incorporation and runtime management across 
the continuum (optimization, placement and reconfiguration) 

WP Reference: WP4 

PHYSICS will enable a platform level offering for CSP providers to enable the efficient and seamless 
distribution of application components defined through the tools of Objective 2 across the overall Cloud 
computing continuum. Functional distribution will take under consideration the semantics of Objective 1, 
to reason on the exploitation of each service’s features, as well as the graph-based study of the continuum 
trade-off based on the aforementioned space-time analysis. In this manner placement will take under 
consideration the optimized assignment that will cater for end user requirements. Relevant supporting 
structures such as distributed in memory systems will also be used so that quick reconfiguration can be 
applied in cases where there is misbehaviour of the original placement decision or dynamic conditions that 
alter its effectiveness as well as enhance the ability of functions to maintain external state. During runtime, 
the framework will also monitor the state and performance of the distributed application graph, applying 
corrective measures at the global level or contacting the APIs of the provider-local interfaces for avoiding 
the reconfiguration of the application graph, if the situation can be handled locally (see next objective). 

M1-M12 Achievements 

First release of the architecture defined. 

Integration flow between technical WP components and between WPs defined to deploy an application 
(workflow of functions). 

Assessment of the technical approaches for the implementation of the first integrated prototype. 

Working in the design of integration message payload schemes. 

Related Deliverables 

D4.1 Cloud Platform Services for a Global Space-Time Continuum Interplay Scientific Report and Prototype 
Description V1 [in progress]. 

Objective 4: Provider-Local, fine grained runtime management and adaptation through extension 
of relevant provider interfaces 

WP Reference: WP5 

PHYSICS will offer a second level of application control, in collaboration with extended provider 
interfaces that will enable local scheduling decisions to be adapted to each application component, in a 
collaboration between the platform layer and the provider-local strategies. Such parameters may include 
for example scheduling decisions, direct access and regulation of tailored KPIs for each application 
component type, by specifying the set threshold in controlling logic. The definitions of these endpoints will 
also be included in the semantic descriptions of Objective 1 as well as the component specifications used in 
Objective 2, in order for the process to be performed seamlessly to the application developer. Furthermore, 
given the aforementioned definitions, it may be handled in an abstracted and generalized fashion by the 
framework of Objective 3. PHYSICS will also provide a variety of techniques for a CSP to handle local 
loads, aiding at reducing common issues such as the container cold start problem, performance 
degradation from co-allocation strategies as well as enhanced data locality through a collaboration between 
in-memory data services and persistent storage. 

M1-M12 Achievements 

 Infrastructure components design and selection of upstream base components 

 Integration flow between technical WP components and between WPs defined, through APIs, in a 
kubernetes native way 

 Assessment of the technical approaches for the implementation of the first integrated prototype 
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 Enabled different scheduling and co-allocation engines implementing a kubernetes webhook 

 Initial Scheduling and Collocation strategies benchmarked and designed 

 Definition of new Kubernetes API (workflow CRD) to make semantic information available for other 
WP5 components, and as the API for inter-WP components interactions 

 Upstream contributions to Submariner and MicroShift to enable edge and multicluster deployments 

Related Deliverables 

D5.1-Extended Infrastructure Services with Adaptable Algorithms Scientific Report and Prototype 
Description V1 [in progress] 

Objective 5: Use case applications with clear impact and benefits for the EU citizen 

WP Reference: WP6 

PHYSICS use cases have been carefully selected in order to cater for an extended set of diverse components 
as well as applications with high societal and business value. PHYSICS applications cover three major areas 
of European everyday life and economic activity, including eHealth, Smart Manufacturing and Smart 
Agriculture scenarios. The aforementioned applications stand to benefit significantly from the PHYSICS 
approach in terms of agility and adaptation to more advanced computing models and distributed 
edge/cloud modes of deployment, minimizing aspects such as development, integration, redundancy, safety 
and operational cost, scalability, functionality (in terms of exploiting the Cloud/Edge interplay and adding 
currently unavailable operations), extension to more sophisticated and AI based services. The selected use 
cases also cover a wide and diverse range of available edge resources, spanning from small IoT sensors 
and mobile related devices in eHealth, to medium size servers in the Smart Agriculture and more powerful 
Edge nodes in the case of Smart Manufacturing. They also cover an extended link to existing or on-going 
initiatives (Green Deal, Gaia-X, European Strategy for Data, Industry 4.0, SmartFactory-EU etc) as well 
as aid in mitigating conditions of unpredictable events like in the case of the COVID-19 pandemic (eHealth 
for remote monitoring and clinical trials analysis).  

M1-M12 Achievements 

Three pilot use cases: Smart Manufacturing, Smart Agriculture, and eHealth were described in a detailed 
use case scenario analysis. This includes the definition of scope, an actor-goal list, the description of use-
case architectures, the business process and key performance indicators. These artefacts were conducted 
in a series of questionnaires, interviews and workshops. A generic methodology was defined based on this 
experience. 

First experimentations are planned and executed, mainly by using Node-Red for first flow programming 
tests and a setup of infrastructure on the edge for hybrid PHYSICS scenarios. 

Related Deliverables 

D6.3 – Application Scenarios Definition V1 

D6.4 – Application Scenarios Definition V2 [in progress] 

D6.5 – PHYSICS application prototypes  [in progress] 

Objective 6: Enable the extension of the Cloud business model roles for European CSPs through a 
3 bundle vertical offering as well as enabling a dynamic and reusable software artefact 
marketplace 

WP Reference: WP6 

PHYSICS aims at enabling European CSPs to enhance their offerings from baseline computing services 
to more advanced business and operational models such as the FaaS paradigm. To this end, it will 
bundle the produced technical solutions into 3 major tools. The first relates to the front-end facing FaaS 
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Design and Cloud Pattern environment (CSP Cloud Design Environment), to be offered by CSPs to their 
clients (mainly application developers and owners) for definition of the application graph and 
incorporation of implementations and abstractions of enabling cloud design patterns to be directly 
exploited by the application components. The second relates to the platform level Global Continuum FaaS 
operational framework (CSP Optimized Platform Level FaaS Services Toolkit), which will enable new 
platform roles to be undertaken by European CSPs and the tools to implement them, including spawning 
and orchestration of services across provider offerings. The final offering relates to back-end CSP 
virtualized resource optimization management techniques (CSP Backend Optimization Toolkit), enabling 
new performance monitoring and adaptation techniques and interfaces that will enable baseline Cloud 
offerings to better adapt to user demands. Furthermore, reusability of a vast number of individual elements 
(cloud patterns implementations, controllers, ML algorithms etc) may create additional exploitation 
opportunities for marketplaces consisting of these artefacts as well as relevant roles in the European 
ecosystem (researchers, developers etc) to become active contributors of such artefacts, without the need 
to integrate or adapt the overall solution. To this end, a Reusable Artefacts Marketplace Platform (RAMP) 
will be created and promoted to include the specific cross-layer individual artefacts of the project. 

M1-M12 Achievements 

Startup of PHYSICS framework integration (CI/CD pipeline), RAMP MVP and software release (including 
related documentation release) 

Related Deliverables 

D6.1: Prototype of the Integrated PHYSICS solution framework and RAMP [in progress] 

Indicator 
Success  

criteria  

Objective(s) Actual Comments 

Usage of heterogeneous resources 
and corresponding frameworks 
across different providers/services 
per scenario and overall  

>=3 
types/scen. 8 
totally 

1,2,3,5 
AWS 
provider 
testbed 

 

Speedup of application development 
through the usage of repeatable 
programming patterns and 
abstracted workflows 

>40% 2, 5 Not Started 

 

End user QoS experienced 
improvement through the adaptable 
resource selection and adaptation of 
cloud/edge interplay 

>50% positive 
opinion in 
surveys 

3,4 Not started 

 

KPI levels adaptation improvement 
with relation to the needed levels  

>30% 3,4 Not started 

 

Cost reduction with regard to their 
current schemes in the usage of 
services based on the space-time 
continuum trade-off and FaaS 

>30% 3, 5 Not started 

 

Optimization solvers, controllers, 
elasticity adapters  of diverse nature 
(optimal, sub-optimal) to cater for 
different logics & trade-off 

3 per category 3,4 Not started 

 

Scalability of provided platform 
framework 

>500 
concurrent 
services 

3,6 Not started 
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Inclusion of cloud design pattern 
number in each of the UC 
applications 

At least 4 per 
application 2,5 

2-3 
estimated at 
this stage per 
application 

A number of patterns 
have originated from 
UC discussions so we 
expect to meet this 
goal 

Total PHYSICS exploitable solutions 
(excluding individual artefacts 

1 vertical 
solution, 3 
distinct 
bundles and 1 
RAMP 

6 

0 Vertical 
Solution 

0 Bundles 

1 Ramp 

 
Use-Cases value is 
defined, 
experimentation 
started 

Performance benefits from provider-
local mechanisms  50% speedup 4 Not started  

Number of cloud design patterns 
incorporated/implemented through 
reusable flows 

12 2,5,6 
9 main 
patterns+7 
variations 

 

Number of general purpose reusable 
subflows 

>20 2 
3+ tester 
flows per 
pattern 

 

Individual artefacts in RAMP at 
project end 

>20 6 2 
Until M15 >8 artefacts 
will have been added  

Externally provided artefacts in 
RAMP following engagement 
activities 

>10 6 
0  

(3 planned) 

Artefacts from H2020 
PLEDGER, SERANO 
will be provided  

Externally contributing entities in 
RAMP by project end 

>5 6 
0 (2 
identified) 

Collaboration with H-
CLOUD to  attract 
external entities  

Standardization and/or open source 
contributions to defacto industrial 
standards or platforms (e.g. node.js 
npm, Node-RED, OpenWhisk, 
OpenShift etc) 

>20 1,2,4,6 

10 flows to 
be added in 
Node-RED 
repo 

 

Semantic models (ontologies) 
created, external ontologies reused 
following the Linked Data Paradigm 

>3, >5 1, 6 2, 1  

Table 3 - Objectives and KPIs 

2.2 Explanation of the work carried out per WP  
The following section reports the work performed per WP along with explanations, main achievements, 
partners reporting and an overview of the foreseen activities in the second period (M13-M24).  

2.2.1 WP1 work and achievements  
Overview 

WP1 - Project Management and Administration - refers to the initiation and management of all project 
activities. In particular, the scope is to: i) ensure the project meets its objectives while respecting the 
workplan; ii) administrative and financial management; iii) define and implement communication 
procedures within and beyond the consortium and with the European Commission; iv) schedule and 
organise project meetings; v) identify and monitor innovation potentials and opportunities; vi) define the 
project quality plan and risks and monitor the adherence of the project activities and deliveries. 
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Summary of work done  

The PHYSICS project during Period 1 (M1-M12), executed several coordination activities led by the Project 
Coordinator together with WP Leaders and the relevant actors of the project. The activities performed by 
the partners followed a planned project roadmap with the objective to achieve technical and non-technical 
results. The activities have been constantly monitored by periodic calls involving the WP leaders, Plenary 
Meetings, Project Management Board and other communication means. The completion of semestral 
technical and administrative internal reports by each single partner supported the administrative and 
financial monitoring activity. The project is indeed in line with the expected results, delivery and overall 
outcomes. Moreover, the quality plan and risk management guidelines have been set up at the beginning of 
the project and the Coordinator ensures the aligned development of the activities. 

Main Achievements 

 Definition of quality standards, procedures and metrics for project activities and deliverables, 
outlined in D1.1 

 Definition of risk management plan including mitigation processes and contingency actions, 
outlined in D1.1 

 Monitoring, assessment, and evaluation of the work performed to assure quality is reached, risks 
are well managed and future work is correctly initiated 

 Coordination of the project to ensure objectives are met 

 Preparation and organization of pre kick-off meeting as well as general assemblies 

 Preparation and organization of WP Leaders meetings, pmb meetings, internal organizational 
meetings and all the other ad hoc meetings to discuss and resolve unforeseen issues 

 Setup, maintenance and update of the internal repository of the project ensuring privacy and 
confidentiality of information following specific procedures 

 Selection, setup and deployment of project management monitoring web APP as online tool for 
controlling the project, including activities such as calls’ minutes, wiki of the project, mailing lists, 
action points, etc 

 Setup and management of project infrastructure 

 Submission of project deliverables and management of EC platform 

 Providing assistance individually to partners on administrative or delivery issues 

 Ethics Board (EB) establishment, organization of meetings and coordination of activities with 
partners and use cases 

 Definition of data management plan, including ethical compliance requirements, compliance to 
privacy and data protection directives, and IPR requirement, as outlined in D1.2 

 Providing guidelines and recommendations for the legal compliance with relation to handling of 
data 

 Circulation of Innovation form for each component 

 Identification and analysis of innovation potential of the project providing additional information 
to both technical and exploitation activities 

 Innovation session organized during the Exploitation Workshop 

 Innovation management and strategy to identify and possibly links between market trend analysis 
and project developments 
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Deliverables and Milestones  

 D1.1 - Risk Management and Quality Plan [M03; GFT]. The deliverable contains the risk 
management activities and the quality plan of the project. 

 D1.2 - Data and Ethics Management Plan V1 [M06; GFT]. The deliverable contains the initial 
guidelines for data management and handling as well as the ethical activities. 

Partners Reporting 

Below are listed all the reports of each Partner per Semester. S1 is M01-M06 and S2 M07-M12. 

GFT 
S1: GFT, as Project Coordinator, is WP1 Leader. WP1 comprises all the project management and 
administration activities. 
T1.1 Quality Assurance and Risk Analysis (M01-M03, Leader: GFT): 
- GFT partner plays the role of Quality Manager and as part of the task activities, the quality plan and risk 
management have been defined 
- D1.1 Risk Management and Quality Plan have been delivered in M3 to set out the reference and 
guidelines related to risk management and actions, deliverables production and quality assurance of 
documents and results 
- Quality is assessed in each deliverable and through the Actions of the project 
- Risk management meetings are recurrent as set in the deliverable 
T1.2 Project Management (M01-M36, Leader: GFT): 
- Management of activities, meetings and infrastructure (PHYSICS APP and project repository) 
- Coordination of financial and administrative issues 
- Recurrent meeting with WP Leaders, PMB, internal meetings and general assembly 
- Providing assistance to partners 
- Monitoring of progresses, processes, and smooth development of the project 
- Check of project status to align with project objectives, roadmap, milestones and KPIs 
- Contact with Project Officer 
T1.3 Innovation Management (M01-M36, Leader: BYTE): 
Innovation management activities 
Coordination of Innovation Board 
- GFT supports Innovation activities 
T1.4 Ethics and Data Management (M01-M36, Leader: GFT): 
- Ethical and data management activities 
- Establishment and coordination of Ethics Board 
- Ensuring data compliance, IPR requirements, and data protection directives 
- Delivery of D1.2 Data and Ethics Management Plan V1 at M6 setting out the above contents 
S2: GFT, as Project Coordinator, is WP1 Leader. WP1 comprises all the project management and 
administration activities. 
T1.2 Project Management (M01-M36, Leader: GFT): 
- Management of activities, meetings and infrastructure (PHYSICS APP and project repository) 
- Coordination of financial and administrative issues 
- Recurrent meeting with WP Leaders, PMB, internal meetings and general assembly 
- Providing assistance to partners 
- Monitoring of progresses, processes, and smooth development of the project 
- Check of project status to align with project objectives, roadmap, milestones and KPIs 
- Contacts with Project Officer 
T1.3 Innovation Management (M01-M36, Leader: BYTE): 
Innovation management activities 
Coordination of Innovation Board 
Establishing a link between market trends analysis and innovation/Innovation Workshops 
- GFT supports Innovation activities 
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T1.4 Ethics and Data Management (M01-M36, Leader: GFT): 
- Ethical and data management activities 
- Coordination of Ethics Board 
- Ensuring data compliance, IPR requirements, and data protection directives 

Table 4 - GFT WP1 
BYTE 

S1: Compilation of innovation management strategy 
Creation of template for collecting inputs about project innovations 
Initial collection of inputs from partners 
S2: Further collection of inputs from partners regarding the innovation potential of different 
components. Feedback provisioning 
Analysis of the innovation potential  
Participation in innovation workshop as part of dissemination and exploitation strategy 

Table 5 - BYTE WP1 
Activities Planning [M13-M24] 

During the next twelve months, the activities on this task will keep coordinating all the management and 
administrative related aspects of the project. These actions will be done by continuous communications 
among the partners along with calls and periodic meetings. Informatics tools such as the internal project 
repository will be used in the next period as well, to keep the status of administrative issues always updated. 
An Amendment to the Grant is foreseen during the period to adjust some issues and to allow third parties 
to join the project to cover mainly technical parts. Innovation management and identification of potential 
and opportunities will be key especially in the second part of the project as soon as the platform will be 
integrated and available in its first version. Risk management will continue to be monitored with recurrent 
meetings and recommendations, and the in place procedures will keep ensuring quality standards are met. 
The EB will keep working towards compliance in the project and the pilots especially regarding data 
handling.  

Furthermore, WP1 activities will be focused on preparing the project review of RP1, taking also into account 
any comment or suggestion that might be done by reviewers in order to redirect and adjust the further 
development and activities of the project. 

2.2.2 WP2 work and achievements  
Overview 

Work package 2 is in charge of the market analysis, gathering the requirements, design of the PHYSICS 
architecture and technical coordination of the project. This work package spans for the whole duration of 
the project (M1-M36).  All partners are involved in the associated tasks. The goal of the work package is to: 

 Identify market gaps- and trends with relation to the domains of interest to the project 

 Identify and track end user, technical, use case applications and market driven requirements that 
should be met by the architectural concepts and design 

 Specify the overall architecture for PHYSICS by identifying components, thief functionalities and 
interconnections, ensuring their coherence with the requirements and global architecture 

 Ensure scientific and technological guidance and coordination 

Summary of work done 

During the first year of the project the four tasks in this work package were active. Task 2.1 Market Analysis 
and Gaps Identification was carried out during the first two months of the project. In parallel tasks T2.2 
Requirements and State of the Art Analysis, T2.3 Reference Architecture Specification and T2.4 Technical 
Coordination were started. As a result of the activities, three deliverables were produced, D2.1 Market 
Analysis and Potential Report (month 2), D2.2 State of the Art Analysis and Requirements Definition V1 
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(month 4) and D2.4 PHYSICS Reference Architecture Specification V1 (month 7).  Periodic meetings (online) 
were scheduled for all tasks.  

Main Achievements 

 Market analysis and gap identification of the main vertical solutions PHYSICS will provide  

 Gathering of the technical requirements of PHYSICS 

 Study of state of the art in relation with the main components of the PHYSICS architecture 

 Definition of the PHYSICS architecture. Identification of the main components, their functionality 
and interactions 

Deliverables and Milestones 

 D2.1 Market Analysis and Potential Report. Report based on detailed source studies and surveys to 
provide a detailed analysis of the market and competitors of PHYSICS technologies and pilots with 
final aim to set the requirements for innovation and inputs of the project. 

 D2.2 State of the Art Analysis and Requirements Definition V1. The deliverable is the first version of 
the requirements definition and state-of-the-art survey on all the relevant technologies and 
solutions relevant to PHYSICS architecture. The work was carried out with the participation of all 
partners according to the DoW, hence ensuring the thorough study of the related work and the 
elicitation and definition of the various functional and non-functional requirements of the reference 
architecture.  

 D2.4 PHYSICS Reference Architecture Specification V1. This deliverable is the first version of the 
PHYSICS architecture. The deliverable describes the components of PHYSICS, their functionality, 
interactions, and the structure of these components that are implemented in work packages W3 
(Functional and Semantic Continuum Services), WP4 (Cloud Platform Service for a Global Space-
Time Continuum Interplay) and WP5 (Extended Infrastructure Services with Adaptable 
Algorithms)  

One milestone was due in this period: 

 MS2 Reference Architecture and Use Case Scenarios Design (1st cycle) due in month 7. 

This milestone was achieved in month 7 by producing deliverables D2.4 PHYSICS Reference Architecture 
Specification V1 and D6.3 Application Scenarios Definition V1 

Partners Reporting 

GFT 
S1: GFT participates in WP2 activities as well as led T2.1 
T2.1 Market Analysis and Gaps Identifications (M01-M02, Leader: GFT): 
- GFT performed market analysis and gaps identification 
- Interviews and other kind of analysis have been done 
- D2.1 in M2 reports the findings 
T2.2 Requirements & State of the Art Analysis (M01-M21, Leader: INQ): 
- Support in requirements identification 
- Participation at activities and calls 
- Provided feedbacks and support for D2.2 - State of the Art of Visual Workflow Design section editing for 
deliverable D2.2 
T2.3 Reference Architecture Specification (M01-M23, Leader: UPM): 
- Support in architecture definition - Participation at activities and calls 
- Provided feedbacks and support for D2.2 
S2: GFT participates in WP2 activities 
T2.2 Requirements & State of the Art Analysis (M01-M21, Leader: INQ): 
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- Support in requirements and state of the art analysis 
T2.3 Reference Architecture Specification (M01-M23, Leader: UPM): 
- Support in architecture definition - Participation at activities and calls 
- Participation in artefacts/components definition and development - Provided feedbacks and support 
for D2.4 

Table 6 - GFT WP2 
ATOS 

S1: Collaboration with the technical coordinator of the project to define the architecture and definition 
of the architecture of the WP4 components and contributions to the deliverable D2.4. Contributions to 
the deliverable D2.2 related to the state-of-the-art Analysis of the FaaS frameworks. Participation in the 
work package meetings 
S2: Continuing the collaboration with the technical coordinator of the project to define the overall 
architecture and the definition of the architecture of the WP4 components. Contributions to the 
deliverable D2.4 Reference Architecture. 

Table 7 - ATOS WP2 
HPE 

S1: T2.2 Requirements & State of the Art Analysis. Contributions to requirements specification 
(Integration and deployment related).  Related Participation to task meetings.  Related contributions to 
D2.2 
T2.3 Reference Architecture Specification. Contributions to Architecture specification (Integration and 
deployment related). Related Participation to task meetings. Related contributions to D2.4 
S2: T2.3 Reference Architecture Specification. Contributions to Architecture specification (Integration 
and deployment related). Related Participation to task meetings. Related contributions to D2.4 

Table 8 - HPE WP2 
RHT 

S1: Working on defining the architecture 
Deliverable contributions and review 
Testbed requirement definition 
S2: Work on Architecture definition 
Work on testbed requirement 

Table 9 - RHT WP2 
FTDS 

S1: Participation at activities and calls 
Alignment regarding requirement engineering between T2.2 and T6.2 
Coordination of use-case requirements for D2.2 
S2: Study PHYSICS architecture and gave feedback 
Feedbacks given to the collected requirements 

Table 10 - FTDS WP2 
BYTE 

S1: • Requirements and state of the art analysis with an emphasis on the reasoning framework and the 
semantic modelling (through different languages) 
• Gap analysis (both in terms of products and in terms of research outcomes) for various edge 
resources and their modelling 
• Contributions to the overall architecture, highlighting the interactions and interfaces (including 
expected inputs/outputs) for the main building blocks under research by BYTE 
S2: • Identification of potential areas for research emphasis according to the state of the art analysis 
focused on ontologies and semantic representations of multi-cloud, edge and serverless resources 
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Contributions in the architecture design and components interactions. Refinements with respect to the 
scope of the inputs and outputs of the included building blocks 

Table 11 - BYTE WP2 
RYAX 

S1: • Participation in the WP2 related meetings 
• Research on State of the art for task placement on FaaS systems and scheduling algorithms for 
the global continuum 
• Progress on the requirements of the PHYSICS components: Global continuum placement and 
scheduling on FaaS 
• Work on the PHYSICS architecture specification taking into account the initial versions of the 
components Global continuum placement and scheduling algorithms 
• Contributions in the Deliverable 2.2. State of the Art Analysis and Requirements Definition 
• Contributions in the Deliverable 2.3 PHYSICS Reference Architecture Specification 
S2: • Participation in the WP2 related meetings 
• Progress on the requirements of the PHYSICS components in relation to the other components: 
Global continuum placement and scheduling on FaaS 
• Design and definition of the PHYSICS architecture specification taking into account the initial 
versions of the components Global continuum placement and scheduling algorithms along with their 
relation to the other PHYSICS components 
• Contributions in the final version of the Deliverable 2.3 PHYSICS Reference Architecture 
Specification 

Table 12 - RYAX WP2 
INQ 

S1: INQ contributed to task T2.2 by leading the task and deliverable D2.2 State of the Art Analysis and 
Requirements Definition V1. * In T2.2 INQ coordinated the development of the state of the art and 
requirements definition by leading team and bilateral calls, defining the contents of D2.2, managing the 
contributions and performing any required tasks for the timely and of high quality delivery of D2.2 * INQ 
authored the cybersecurity related components of D2.2 * INQ collaborated closely with T2.3 to create a 
coherent report in D2.2 that goes hand in hand with the requirements definition of D2.3. 
S2: INQ contributed to task T2.2 by leading the task and deliverable D2.2 State of the Art Analysis and 
Requirements Definition V1. More specifically, INQ planned the next version of the deliverable by taking 
into account the feedback from the involved partners 

Table 13 - INQ WP2 
ISPRINT 

S1: Contributed to the Market Analysis and Requirements Collection efforts, as reported in D2.1 and D2.2 
by providing information from the point of view of the Innovation Sprint eHealth use case. Followed 
activities in reference architecture definition. 
S2: Studying PHYSICS Reference Architecture and participation in WP2 meetings. Mapping of internal 
use case architecture to FaaS component structure. 

Table 14 - ISPRINT WP2 
INNOV 

S1: 1) Contribution to the Market Analysis and review of relevant FaaS tools (deliverable D2.1) 2) 
Contribution to the PHYSICS architecture specifications in terms of semantic interoperability of 
Functions workflows. 
S2: Contribution to the specifications of the reference architecture in terms of component's integration 
between WP3, 5 and 5 2) Definition of the required API endpoints of T4.1 to enable data injection and 
retrieval between T4.1 and other components of the technical WPs (i.e., T3.1, T3.2, T4.3, T4.5, T5.1). 

Table 15 - INNOV WP2 
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CYBE 
S1: CYBE participates in WP2 activities 
T2.1 Market Analysis and Gaps Identifications (M01-M02, Leader: GFT): 
- CYBE provides elements on agriculture use case for market analysis and gaps identification 
- CYBE reviewed D2.1 
T2.2 Requirements & State of the Art Analysis (M01-M21, Leader: INQ): 
- Participation at activities and calls 
T2.3 Reference Architecture Specification (M01-M23, Leader: UPM): 
- Participation at activities and calls 
S2: CYBE participates in WP2 activities 
T2.3 Reference Architecture Specification (M01-M23, Leader: UPM): 
- Specifications for Agriculture Use Case 
- Participation to discussions 

Table 16 - CYBE WP2 
UPM 

S1: Study and analysis of the market and gap definition.  
Writing and reviewing deliverable D2.1  
Collection of requirements.  
Study state of the art of different components of the project.  
Writing and review of deliverable D2.2  
Definition of the reference architecture, preparation of deliverable D2.4 Organization of calls for task2.3  
Technical coordination of the project.  
Participation in meetings of technical work packages Participation in calls of all tasks. 
S2: Technical coordination of the project 
Organisation architecture meetings 
Participation in all technical work packages meetings 
Production and review of deliverable D.4 Reference Architecture Specification v1 

Table 17 - UPM WP2 
HUA 

S1: HUA contributed to the market analysis around the PHYSICS features, including the investigation of 
FaaS features and design environments. Following, HUA participated in the state-of-the-art analysis with 
relation to the main areas of responsibility. In detail: * A state-of-the-art analysis was performed on 
ontologies and related semantic models that can be used for the application semantic models of T3.2. This 
state-of-the-art analysis contains several ontologies used for scientific and data workflow descriptions as 
well as descriptions for the multi-cloud domain. Furthermore, HUA expressed 6 requirements for T3.2 - 
regarding workflow programming, workflow requirements and constraints coverage, link with external 
vocabularies, reasoning capabilities and expressivity richness of the ontology. * A state-of-the-art 
analysis was performed on reusable cloud and design patterns that can be used for application 
development for T3.3. In this state-of-the-art we identified the most common patterns used by cloud 
applications and more specifically from applications that function on serverless platforms. Furthermore, 
HUA expressed 5 requirements for T3.1 - regarding workflow definitions, persistent storage, custom 
docker images, different supported runtime environments- and 3 requirements for T3.3 -regarding 
reusable pattern documentation, pattern integration and parallel container execution. * A state-of-the-
art analysis was performed on Function-as-a-Service benchmarking research projects that had already 
been conducted or are currently on-going, related to performance monitoring, cost efficiency and trade-
off aspects as well as container performance comparison and benchmarking. On a second approach HUA 
organized and presented 5 requirements for T4.2 relevant to performance estimations, cost models and 
platform set-ups, in addition to 1 requirement for T5.4 related to performance modelling(/prediction). 
Finally, HUA performed a review on billing methods from current cloud FaaS providers in relation to 
(metric) parameters. 
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For the aforementioned areas (Design Environment & Patterns, Semantics Subsystem and Performance 
Evaluation Framework), we also drafted initial versions of the system architecture, as well as interaction 
diagrams and links either between the subcomponents of the subsystems as well as the external parts of 
the PHYSICS platform. HUA was actively involved in the evaluation performed in the context of WP2, 3, 4 
and 5 on available open source FaaS platforms, i.e. by installing, configuring and trying the capabilities 
and features of 3 platforms, namely Kubeflow, Openwhisk and OpenFaaS, in the exploitation for the 
baseline tool to be selected by the project. 
S2: During the 2nd semester, HUA worked on the finalisation of its input in D2.4, especially focusing on 
task interactions completion as well as more elaborate diagrams for WP3/4 interactions and exchange of 
information. Furthermore, we participated in a set of teleconferences for the definition of the overall 
process in the semantic block across Tasks 3.2, 4.1 and 5.1. 

Table 18 – HUA WP2 
DFKI 

S1: N.A 
S2: Feedbacks given to the collected requirements and architecture specification. 

Table 19 - DFKI WP2 
Activities Planning [M13-M24] 

Work package 2 activities will continue during the second year of the project, all tasks, except tasks 2.1 
(Market Analysis and Gaps Identification) will be active. 

 Requirements will be updated as a result of the evaluation of the first PHYSICS integrated prototype 
by the pilots 

 The PHYSICS architecture will be updated as the implementation of the technical components 
progresses, the first integrated prototype is produced and tested by the project pilots. 

 State of the art monitoring to incorporate the latest developments in the different technologies the 
project deals with. 

2.2.3 WP3 work and achievements  
Overview 

The main objective of WP3 is to provide a Design and Development Environment for Function as a Service 
applications, enabling abstracted and more flexible exploitation of compute continuum services. This helps 
minimizing the learning and migration curve to the new model and enhances the development and 
management of the applications.  Semantic needs of the application components are analyzed and 
addressed, visual low code capabilities are incorporated, reusing existing templates and functionalities out 
of the box while the created applications are mapped and translated to a specification understood by the 
platform layer (WP4). Packaging needs of these functionalities are also incorporated for minimizing the 
knowledge barrier for deployment along with the service graph by the cloud service adopters. This WP 
initially receives input from WP2 in terms of requirements and architecture specification, WP6 in terms of 
needed annotations, patterns etc. and feeds the translated descriptions towards WP4 for the continuation 
of the deployment process of the functional cycle. 

Summary of work done 

The aim of this first year is to drive the first prototype version the PHYSICS Design and Development 
Environment, the entry point to the PHYSICS platform. The initial design in WP2 was mapped to a detailed 
set of processes that are needed for establishing the Visual Design Environment and the first component 
prototypes of WP3, based on the Node-RED tool, coupled with an internally developed backend system to 
adapt the described application to the FaaS platform. Effort was put into the ability to support and 
implement the main design, development and deployment process of an application, starting from the 
Node-RED visual editor and concluding to producing the needed deployment artefacts as well as the 
definition of the application graph to be forwarded to WP4 for the actual deployment. Packaging options 
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are provided through DevOps processes, that may automate the manner the application is deployed and 
executed on the target platform in a seamless to the developer manner. Multiple options and potential 
adaptation abilities are offered to the application developer, such as diverse execution modes (native 
Openwhisk sequence, Node-RED based development, execution as service or function). Three different 
runtimes and three different execution modes have been developed in order to give developers the option 
as to how they want to develop and deploy their application, as well as two ways of including annotations 
(semantic nodes and in-code annotations).  

An initial version of the PHYSICS Application side ontology has been developed. The model covers aspects 
such as the different function flows from which an application comprises, how the functions in each flow 
are connected to each other, where is the deployable artefact for each function or flow, how the developer 
has specified the preferable execution mode as well as other annotation aspects that relate to management 
and operation (e.g. sizing, QoS considerations, placement etc.). The Design Environment comes with a 
package of PHYSICS developed patterns, that can be reused and parameterized based on the developer 
needs and application goals. The patterns aim to aid the developers in wrapping code around the 
Openwhisk specification, utilizing the Node-RED environment as an application level orchestrator, handling 
context in different ways, optimizing function execution, providing anonymization and security 
functionalities among others, as well as doing an easier transition to a function-oriented implementation 
principle. Pattern creation and development has been performed by taking into account from early on the 
application needs and expressed scenarios in WP6, so that there is a higher level of guarantee that they will 
be valuable to the use cases of the project. The patterns have been designed so that they can be configured 
either statically by the developer during design time or dynamically (through incoming messages) during 
operation time.  

With relation to the elasticity logic of the application, a design for bridging it to wider parameters such as 
declared needs, cluster management cooperation, defined high-level goals (such as energy, performance, 
etc.) has been sketched, aiming at integrating the application side management with the overall behaviour 
of the platform and intended needs of both developers and system administrators. The main development 
of this part is expected in the second period of the project. 

Main Achievements 

The main achievements of WP3 can be summarized as follows: 

 Direct interaction with the Use Cases from early on in the project, that inspired also a number of 
patterns and specific functionalities needed (such as annotations), thus aiding in meeting the KPI 
goal of having 4 patterns per application  

 Compilation of the first version of the PHYSICS Core Application Ontology (covering main functional 
and application description features) and the PHYSICS Application Extended ontology (covering 
more non functional parameters and considerations including pattern details and interlinks), thus 
contributing to two out of the 3 total semantic models set by the project KPI goal 

 Compilation of an initial list of needed annotations and support for their incorporation in the service 
graph 

 Design and implementation of two diverse means of passing annotations (code-level, node-level) in 
order to cover for multi-granularity annotations (function or flow level) 

 Design and implementation of three diverse modes of execution, giving the option to the developer 
to mix and match different runtimes, execution modes (service or function) and orchestration 
capabilities 

 A complete DevOps process from the application code to the diverse modes of execution, generating 
the deployable artefacts to be used by WP4 

 Standalone version of the Design Environment, that can be used as a distinct exploitable solution at 
the project end, if one wants to deploy on an existing target Openwhisk platform, thus contributing 
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to the project KPI goal of having 3 distinct bundles of offerings alongside the PHYSICS vertical 
solution 

 9 created patterns with 7 variations as well as 3 helper flows and 5 annotator flows.  Indicatively, 
the KPI up to the project end targeted at 12 patterns and 20 helper flows, thus the current effective 
number of 24 has already surpassed the expectations for this point in project time. Given that the 
majority of these artefacts will also be provided as individual artefacts through the RAMP, they also 
contribute to the at least 20 RAMP artefacts as well as according open source contributions to the 
Node-RED online flows repository. Furthermore, a large number of testing flows are available 
(typically 2-3 flows per pattern). 

 Example template flows for usage of patterns and subflows to be used by the project use cases as 
well as external audiences in future dissemination activities 

Deliverables and Milestones 

During this period, WP3 contributed directly to the following Milestone: 

 MS4- PHYSICS 1st software prototype (WP3,4,5)-M13: Initial version of the base component 
software from the main technical WPs 

During this period, WP3 contributed directly to the following Deliverable: 

 D3.1 Functional and Semantic Continuum Services Design Framework Sci. Report and Prototype 
Description 

To this end, WP3 provided the design and code for the following set of components 

 Control UI 

o Front End in order to enable interaction of the developer with the PHYSICS Design 
Environment functionalities and platform 

 Serverless Function Generator 

o Main back-end component of the Design Environment in order to regulate flow retrieval, 
coordination with the deployment artefact building process, semantic extraction and 
preparation for WP4 

 Node-RED runtime editor 

o The baseline Node-RED image enhanced with the PHYSICS addons and integrated in the 
Design Environment  

 Pattern Library for Node-RED 

o Integrated Node-RED library implementing the various patterns, including README and 
example flows 

 Semantic node library for Node-RED 

o Integrated Node-RED library that includes nodes to be used for defining annotations at the 
flow level 

 Jenkins Pipeline 

o Build process scripts adapting to the code extraction, dependency inclusion and image 
creation/code preparation process needed for the deployment artefacts generation. It 
includes also the registration process of a function to a test Openwhisk platform. 

 Semantic Extractor 

o Extra back-end component needed to move from the Node-RED JSON specification of a 
flow/function to the semantic representation of it and the generation of the application 
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graph. This component handles also the main interaction between WP3 and 4, submitting 
the application graph in T4.1 Reasoning Framework 

Partners Reporting 

HUA 
S1: HUA was involved in the following activities during S1: 
• Definition of the design process through the Design Environment, as well as the investigation of 
the needed capabilities and processes of the latter (T3.1)  
• Investigation of different execution modes where an application developer might want to use for 
her applications, linking them to the needed transformations and processes from the Design 
Environment to the FaaS platform (T3.1)  
• Development of an initial version of the Serverless Function Generator (SFG) PoC, a prototype 
middleware nodejs application which stands between the Visual Environment and the Serverless 
platform for transforming visual flows and functions to actual serverless functions and registering them 
to the FAAS platform (T3.1) 
• Investigation of the way patterns would be created and linked with the environment, as well as 
drafting of an initial list of candidate patterns and scope, based on the project objectives as well as Use 
Cases (T3.3) 
• Participation in a workshop series with the Use Case applications from WP6, in which main 
elements of a FaaS approach were presented and linked to the application processes (T3.1+T3.3) 
• Development of the batch request aggregator, a pre-processing layer pattern that includes the 
accumulation of requests in batches in order to alleviate the back-end stress on the servers. The 
mechanism self-regulates its operation in order to adapt to varying conditions of traffic, based on a 
variety of strategies, ranging from simple timeout rules to more elaborate AI-model based self-
adaptation. (T3.3) 
• Experimentation on the Batch Request Aggregator pattern application and performance benefits, 
including investigation of benefits with relation to resource management and client experienced 
response time. (T3.3) 
• First prototype version of the application ontology, and contribution in the creation of the 
semantic block, which encompasses T3.2, T4.1 and T5.1. The individual parts of the internal architecture 
of the semantic block of the platform were designed, with HUA focusing on the transformation of the data 
flowing from the graphical application design tool of T3.1 into the reasoning framework of T4.1. In 
general, interactions with other components of the platform, such as the graphical application interface 
and the reasoning infrastructure, were also captured, and the flow of data and metadata between these 
components was designed (T3.2) 
• Research and implementation of the first tentative descriptive semantic models of the 
characteristics of applications and services of the platform were performed. The main focus of the work 
was the creation of a metamodel for function graphs that make up applications that are deployed on 
Function-as-a-Service platforms (T3.3) 
• Innovation impact analysis for the respective components stemming from the work in WP3 that 
was forwarded to WP7. 
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S2: HUA was involved in the following activities during S2: 
• Participation in a series of teleconferences and documentation activities in order to define the 
DevOps process needed in the context of WP3 for the generation of the user defined code into deployable 
artefacts, along with partners GFT and HPE, for the various execution modes defined in S1. (T3.1)  
• Design and proposal of two alternatives for a WP3/4 interface in order to ensure a smooth 
process from application design to deployment in the context of the PHYSICS platform.  
• Drafting of an initial critical path process from design to deployment (WP3 part)  
• Extension of the PHYSICS Application ontology to include more concepts for the description of an 
application and its attributes, including the structure as well as needed annotations of an element of the 
application. For this reason, also a concrete list of candidate annotations has been drafted, after 
interactions with the project UCs, as well as the technical component features in WPs 4 and 5. The goal in 
this case is to expose different capabilities of the underlying technology stack as options to be configured 
by the developer in terms of goals and preferences. (T3.2)  
• Definition and creation of two different annotation mechanisms, one at the function level, 
exploiting in-code annotations in the form of key-value pairs, and another one at the flow level, exploiting 
specifically created annotation nodes in the Node-RED environment as subflows. (T3.2)  
• Creation of initial example of an app graph, in order to demonstrate how the envisioned concepts 
would be instantiated and formalized semantically. A relevant component (Semantic Extractor) has been 
more concretely defined in order to make the transition from the Node-RED input flow to the 
semantically enriched triple creation to be forwarded to WP4 (T3.2).  
• Implementation on a various number of patterns (T3.3): 
o Edge ETL pattern, for collecting and pre-processing data at the edge 
o SplitJoin pattern and its variants, for parallelizing computational workloads 
o BranchJoin pattern, for merging message streams from different branches in a workflow,  
o Definition of 3 state management patterns in terms of context reuse (opportunistic context reuse, 
deterministic context purge and deterministic context reuse), from which we implemented the 2 for 
inclusion in D3.1 
o Concrete examples of usage as well as testing flows have been created for each pattern, in order 
to serve as usage and training material for the project use cases and beyond.  
o Experimentation aspects, mainly of functional nature, were performed for the patterns, while the 
performance aspects have been investigated in the context of WP4.  
• Participation in a demo session in October, towards the project use cases, in order to demonstrate 
the creation and usage of the patterns, as well as in follow-up teleconferences in which practical issues of 
Node-RED usage and flow creation were addressed. (T3.1+T3.3) 

Table 20 - HUA WP3 
 

GFT 
S1: GFT participates in WP3 activities and leads T3.1 (Visual Cloud Application Workflow Design 
Environment and Transformation) 
- GFT leads the activities related to the design environment development 
- Participation at activities and calls 
GFT Participates in T3.2 Semantic Models for Application Characteristics Description, providing: 
- Support in semantic models description 
- Participation at activities and calls 
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S2: T3.1 Visual Cloud Application Workflow Design Environment and Transformation: 
- GFT leads the activities related to the design environment development 
- Participation at creating deliverable D3.1 
- Implementing first version of Control UI as a frontend part of Design Environment 
- Implementing first version of Serverless Function Generator as a backend part of Design Environment 
- Participation at activities and calls 
T3.2 Semantic Models for Application Characteristics Description: 
- Support in semantic models description 
- Participation at activities and calls 

Table 21 - GFT WP3 
INQ 

S1: INQ participated in all WP3 calls and is attentively researching and identifying potential applications 
and contributions of cybersecurity and privacy in the context of T3.2, T3.3 and T3.4.  
INQ is developing NodeRED flows that will provide readily available cybersecurity and privacy related 
functionalities  
INQ collaborated with HUA in identifying the potential applications of cybersecurity in WP3 
S2: INQ has contributed to WP3 by developing security and privacy NodeRED flows. The developed flows 
are the following: - Encryption - Secure storage with encryption - Custom anonymization flow - 
Anonymization flow with the usage of the Presidio tool 
Moreover, INQ has documented these flows and specified their usage and requirements. 

Table 22 - INQ WP3 
HPE 

S1: T3.1 Visual Cloud Application Workflow Design Environment and Transformation: 
• Contributions to transformation vs integration and deployment specification  
• Related Participation to task meetings 
• Related contributions to D3.1 
S2: T3.1 Visual Cloud Application Workflow Design Environment and Transformation: 
• Contributions to transformation vs integration and deployment specification 
• Related Participation to task meetings 
Related contributions to D3.1 

Table 23 - HPE WP3 
RYAX 

S1: Participation on WP3 related meetings 
High level understanding on how WP3 will be connected to WP4 and WP5 related components 
S2: Participation on WP3 related meetings 
Discussions on the integrations of WP3 with the WP4 and WP5 related components. 

Table 24 - RYAX WP3 
DFKI 

S1: Participated in meetings to align the use case with the pattern approach. 
S2: Participated in WP3 meetings and provided feedback to existing/to be developed patterns. 

Table 25 - DFKI WP3 
FTDS 

S1: • Participation at activities and calls 
• Contribution regarding the selection of workflow editor and FAAS framework 
• First feasibility analysis for process optimization templates 
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S2: • Participate in regular calls 
• Study flow-based programming in Node Red 
• Check if SixSigma is applicable to design PHYSIC workflow templates 
• Evaluation, development and integration of generic optimization pattern based on Digital 
Annealer in Node-Red 
• Setup of a Node-Red flow for a warehouse optimization pattern which is based on Digital 
Annealer optimization 

Table 26 - FTDS WP3 
ATOS 

S1: N.A 
S2: • Attendance to the work package follow up meetings.  
• Analysis and design of the integration points and message schemas between WP3 components 
and WP4 components. 

Table 27 - DFKI WP3 
RHT 

S1: N.A 
S2: • Work on D3.1 deliverable with relation to T3.4 

Table 28 - RHT WP3 
Activities Planning [M13-M24] 

For the following period (M12-M24), the Design Environment aims to integrate its operation with the 
remaining parts of the PHYSICS platform, and enhance the automation and features available in the UI. 
Furthermore, potential extensions to new types of runtimes may be pursued, as well as interactions with 
the applications coming from WP6 in order to test the functionality of the framework. 

The application part of the semantic block aims at integrating with the interfaces of the Reasoning 
framework, as well as links with the respective ontological models in D5.1, so that further inference can be 
applied during the filtering of relevant resources in the context of WP4. Other goals include the generation 
of example applications to be used in the deployment testing process,  updates on the ontological 
model based on new needs and adaptations from the application or infrastructure side as well as extensions 
to cover for pattern modelling with semantics. This would enable for example to investigate aspects of 
recommending to the developer potential complementary or contradicting patterns. 

For the patterns, the future goals include integration with the applications of the project in order to detect 
potential variations or alterations in pattern logic, extension of the patterns catalogue to new functionalities 
for existing or newly defined patterns and link between the pattern configuration with the performance 
evaluation, runtime management and infrastructure side operations. 

For the elasticity controllers, the goal is to proceed with the development of the component in the 2nd half 
of the project, exploiting the data and metadata (the ontology) provided by other components as well as on 
the APIs to be developed by T5.3. The goal of the work will be to provide choice mechanisms and scores for 
altering application control behaviour based on the desired developer goals and available annotations. 

2.2.4 WP4 work and achievements  
Overview 

This technical work package will be in charge of the management and optimization of deployment of 
applications composed of flows of functions in distributed and diverse infrastructure locations (from edge 
to Cloud). This WP receives the definition of the application (app graph) from the WP3 and the available 
infrastructure (resource graph) from WP5 to match applications with infrastructures to achieve the best 
deployment based on different criteria like energy efficiency, performance, reliability, security, etc. 
Furthermore, this WP will be in charge of the monitoring and runtime adaptation of the deployment 
applications to fulfil the QoS defined for the application by the user. 
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Summary of work done 

We designed the initial version of the WP4 components software with the basic functionalities (Minimal 
Viable Component) in order to start the iterative and incremental evolution of the components to cover the 
user requirements and the integration between them and with the rest of components of the PHYSICS 
platform. The Distributed in-Memory Service component (DMS) is a distributed storage system that allows 
functions of a sequence to share large amounts of data. In the first months of the project the state-of-the-art 
analysis was done. This task included the review of the literature (papers in top conferences and journals) 
and the testing of available prototypes. This task took some time since the available systems are research 
prototypes with almost no documentation available. Moreover, the prototypes use common public clouds 
(e.g., AWS) and they need to be adapted to run in other platforms.  We selected Pocket [1] [2] for its maturity 
level and because it offers different types of storage. 

Pocket did not work as expected in some cases and the information was destroyed every time a file was 
written. A lot of debugging was needed in order to fix bugs.  A careful benchmarking was conducted with 
different data size to be stored and read and with different types of networks (Infiniband and Ethernet) in 
a cluster with several nodes. As an alternative and for comparison purposes, the performance of Redis, an 
in-memory data base, was also evaluated. 

Pocket interface is in Python. During this period a C++ interface was also developed to fit the needs of more 
use cases. 

The behaviour of Pocket when integrated with OpenWhisk (the FaaS platform in the project) was studied 
through several tests were conducted and as well as benchmarking. For now a single type of storage is used 
(DRAM). 

Main Achievements 

 Reasoning Framework requirements’ specification (D2.1) 

 SotA analysis of the available semantic reasoning solutions (D2.2) 

 Initial definition of the Reasoning Framework’s architecture and its interactions with the other 
PHYSICS components (D2.4) 

 Contribution to the development of the PHYSICS ontology (D3.1, D5.1) 

 Design and development of a first prototype of the Reasoning Framework component (D4.1) 

 Initial versions of the components Global continuum placement and scheduling algorithms 

 Transformation of the model querying process of T4.2 in order to support serverless execution, with 
a 20x performance benefit 

 Generation of template workloads to cover for typical cold/warm/hot executions measurement in 
FaaS environments (T4.2) 

 Investigation of performance peculiarities and limitations of Openwhisk and factors of attention 
during experimentation (T4.2), as well as measuring performance overheads of the different modes 
of execution and orchestration coming from WP3 

 Inclusion of performance models for pattern management (Request Aggregator) and runtime 
adaptation in the Performance Evaluation Framework 

 Design and development of a first prototype of the Orchestrator component (D4.1) integrated with 
the OpenWhisk FaaS platform. 

 Design of the integration flow (interoperability) between components of the WP4 and between WP4 
and WP3/WP5. 

 Study of the state of the art in data sharing in FaaS environments. 
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 Study of the Pocket prototype 

 Debugging of Pocket 

 Modification of Pocket for running on top of Kubernetes 

 Integration with OpenWhisk functions 

 Performance evaluation of the DMS (with different data sizes and types of networks) 

 Performance evaluation or Redis for comparison purposes 

 Initial prototype of the DMS is available at the PHYSICS git repository 

Deliverables and Milestones 

During this period, WP4 contributed directly to the following Milestone: 

 MS4- PHYSICS 1st software prototype (WP3,4,5)-M13: Initial version of the base component 
software from the main technical WPs 

During this period, WP4 contributed directly to the following Deliverable: 

 D4.1 Cloud Platform Services for a Global Space-Time Continuum Interplay Scientific Report and 
Prototype Description V1. Report and Prototype Description (M13). 

To this end, WP4 provided the design and code for the following set of components: 

 Inference Engine/Reasoning Framework for semantic matching and runtime adaptation. 

 Performance Evaluation Framework and relevant experiments to help to take informed decisions 
of the performance with relation to key FaaS aspects as well as enhanced application and pattern 
configuration. 

 Global Continuum Placement/Optimizer to match the best placement for the application 
components. 

 Distributed In-memory State services for data interplay. 

 Orchestrator for adaptive platform deployment, operation and orchestration. 

Partners Reporting 

ATOS 
S1: • Atos as work package leader, was responsible for the coordination of the tasks of the work 
package, the preparation and maintenance of the WP4 repository, organisation of the meetings and 
monitoring the whole work in the work package. 
• Review of the main FaaS frameworks: * Knative & KubeFlow comparison * OpenFaas & 
OpenWhisk comparison 
• Development of demos of the FaaS tools: OpenFaas, Openwhisk, Knative, Kubeflow. 
• Definition of the architecture of the Physics orchestrator. 
• Participation in the technical meeting with the WP3 to analyse the communication interfaces. 
• Participation in the work package leaders meeting. 
S2: • Atos as work package leader, was responsible for the coordination of the tasks of the work 
package, the preparation and maintenance of the WP4 repository, organisation of the meetings and 
monitoring the whole work in the work package. Continuing the definition of the internal architecture, 
roles and responsibilities of the Physics orchestrator component. Analysis and design to the integration 
points and message schemas between components of the WP4. Participation in the Work Package 
Leaders meetings. Participation in the Pilot and Technical Alignment meetings. Coordination and 
contribution of the deliverable D4.1 

Table 29 - ATOS WP4 
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RYAX 
S1: • Participation in WP4 related meetings 
• Progress in the requirements, concepts and design of the Global Continuum Placement 
component 
• Development of the initial prototype of the Global Continuum Placement component which 
enables using Python and a REST-API interface. This is designed in a way to enable users to create a 
hybrid edge-cloud infrastructure composed of multiple clusters declaring their internal resources (CPUs, 
RAM, GPUs, etc). Then users have the ability to create workflows composed of dependent tasks where 
each task has particular needs in computational resources. The prototype provides task placement for all 
the tasks of each workflow upon the available resources. The first algorithm that has been developed is 
First-Fit approach. The interaction with the component is done through command-line using the REST-
API. 
• Unit testing for the available prototype. 
• Preparation of a scenario for the usage of the component for demo purposes. 
S2: • Participation in WP4 related meetings 
• Progress in the requirements, concepts and design of the Global Continuum Placement 
component 
• Finalization of the initial prototype of the Global Continuum Placement component which enables 
using Python and a REST-API interface. This is designed in a way to enable users to create a hybrid edge-
cloud infrastructure composed of multiple clusters declaring their internal resources (CPUs, RAM, GPUs, 
etc). Then users have the ability to create workflows composed of dependent tasks where each task has 
particular needs in computational resources. The prototype provides task placement for all the tasks of 
each workflow upon the available resources. The first final version of the placement algorithm that has 
been implemented is based on objective scoring heuristic which can seamlessly allow us to explore single 
and multi-objective scheduling policies. We have currently implemented only a simple FirstFit policy 
once the scoring is resolved, which is the fastest way to deal with multiple objectives in a scheduling 
problem. approach. The interaction with the component is done through command-line using the REST-
API. 
• Implementation of the CI/CD for the available prototype. 
• Preparation of a complete video for demo purposes. 

Table 30 - RYAX WP4 
HPE 

S1: • T4.4 Distributed In-memory State Services for Data Interplay - Contributions to strategy vs 
integration and deployment - Related Participation to wp4 meetings - Related contributions to D4.1 
• T4.5 Adaptive Platform Deployment, Operation & Orchestration - Contributions to strategy vs 
integration and deployment - Related Participation to wp4 meetings - Related contributions to D4.1 
S2: • T4.4 Distributed In-memory State Services for Data Interplay - Contributions to strategy vs 
integration and deployment - Related Participation to wp4 meetings - Related contributions to D4.1 
• T4.5 Adaptive Platform Deployment, Operation & Orchestration - Contributions to strategy vs 
integration and deployment - Related Participation to wp4 meetings - Related contributions to D4.1 

Table 31 - HPE WP4 
BYTE 

S1: • Architectural design of the reasoning framework (considering various resources elements and 
applications cases / types). 
• Initial development of a prototype reasoning framework. The prototype is able to receive 
resource semantics and application requirements and perform the necessary queries to enable matching 
between them. 
• Design and application of different benchmarks of serverless workloads, to existing resources. 
Alignment with the other components that utilize the output of this task. 
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S2: • Further modelling of the PHYSICS ontology and the semantic representations included, according 
to the latest requirements that arise from changes in the overall architecture or functionalities of different 
components, which are directly related as information consumers. 
• Experimentation with the ontology in terms of instantiation and execution of queries. Several 
classes in the ontology, as designed in WP5 have been filled with real examples of cluster information 
whereupon a set of queries has been tested and made available in the respective API. 
• Experimentation in order to investigate the trade–offs between executing native OpenWhisk 
function sequences against function sequences in NodeRed that in turn spawn OpenWhisk docker 
actions. 

Table 32 - BYTE WP4 
HUA 

S1: • During this period, HUA collaborated in the reasoning processes of T4.1, about different 
reasoning schemes, semantic web technologies, and ways to consume application requirements in the 
form of JSON-LD data that follow the ontologies of T3.2 and T5.1. 
• Furthermore, HUA worked on the incorporation of the Flexibench tool in the concepts and design 
of the PHYSICS platform, and specifically for the Performance Evaluation Framework in T4.2, 
investigating aspects of extension and adaptation, both in terms of scope as well as functionality. A 
deployable version of the performance model of the batch aggregator pattern of WP3 was developed, to 
be used during the runtime management of the pattern, and adapted to the main mechanism, thus 
extending the scope of T4.2 in order to investigate performance aspects of pattern configurations coming 
from WP3. 
• In the first semester (M1-M6) HUA also investigated a number of main performance issues of 
serverless environments such as the cold/warm/hot executions. For this reason, we designed and 
implemented 3 generic Jmeter workloads for measuring the performance differences between cold-hot-
warm (container) executions. Specific attention was given to ensure the proper design so that each 
workload will correspond to the specific execution category, including technical considerations that need 
to be applied for result validity and reproducibility. Another aspect was the easy parameterization of the 
workloads in order to be reusable in different contexts through an easy to understand and instantiate 
configuration. 
• Furthermore, we drafted the first version of the innovation impact analysis of PEF forwarding it 
to WP7. 
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S2: • HUA in S2 worked towards the application of the PEF in the context of the PHYSICS project and 
specifically in the area of understanding and modelling pattern behaviour and effectiveness. To this end, 
an extensive series of experiments was performed, including aspects of performance overhead of the 
various execution modes of a function (e.g. node.js based versus Node-RED based). Experimentation was 
also performed with relation to the various orchestration mechanisms available in the PHYSICS platform 
(native Openwhisk sequence operator versus Node-RED runtime-based function flow), in order to 
determine the main bottlenecks of each mode, where are the breaking points in which one mode should 
be preferred over the other as well as how to model this based on the number of functions and the 
anticipated delay of each function in a workflow. Experiments were also performed in order to detect 
differences with relation to the performance overhead of different state management patterns defined in 
WP3. Experimentation was also performed in order to define and configure different configuration 
parameters of the main FaaS platform (Openwhisk), in order to be able to adapt them to different 
experimentation needs (e.g. limitations with relation to function invocation, container numbers 
spawning, pre-warm containers increase etc.). PEF was also extended with relevant flows responsible for 
dynamically creating actions through OW API calls for an easier experiment set-up, automation and 
dynamicity. In this semester, the PEF query processing mechanism has also been altered in order to be 
implemented in a FaaS oriented manner, giving significant benefits in terms of model querying 
performance (X20 speedup) compared to the previous version. Furthermore, the model created in S1 for 
the request aggregator pattern has been extensively evaluated, both in terms of accuracy as well as in 
terms of dynamic behaviour in a variety of cases (gradual or more bursty workload increase). An initial 
interaction has also started for porting the benchmarks used in the context of T5.2 (FunctionBench) to 
the execution mechanisms of T4.2. 

Table 33 - HUA WP4 
UPM 

S1: • Participation in W4 meetings. Study of different shared memory systems. Definition of the in-
memory service functionality. Adaptation of Pocket to be independent of the FaaS provider Deployment 
of Pocket in a local kubernetes cluster 
S2: N.A. 

Table 34 - UPM WP4 
INNOV 

S1: • Contribution to the specification and initial development of the Inference Engine component 
(T4.1). Contribution to the design of the runtime adaptation mechanisms. Contribution to the 
specification of performance parameters and security benchmarks (T4.2) 
S2: • Contribution to the specification and initial development of the Inference Engine component 
(T4.1) 
• Study of numerous open source reasoners and semantic frameworks to be used in the Inference 
Engine (T4.1) 
• Continuing the definition of the internal architecture, roles and responsibilities of the Inference 
Engine component (T4.1) 
• Definition of semantics related to security aspects to support the scope of T4.2 (Cloud Services 
and Edge Devices Performance Evaluation) 
• Contribution to D4.1: Cloud Platform Services for a Global Space-Time Continuum Interplay 
Scientific Report and Prototype Description 
• Participation at activities and calls of WP4 

Table 35 - INNOV WP4 
Activities Planning [M13-M24] 

T4.1: During the project's second period, T4.1 activities will focus on the seamless integration with other 
platform components, including performance evaluation and testing. Based on the feedback from the use 
cases and other tasks/WPs, T4.1 will proceed with the development of the second version of the Reasoning 
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Framework, and at the same time, it will exploit machine learning-based reasoning besides semantic 
reasoning. 

T4.2: For the second project period, the PEF of T4.2 aims to focus on better integrating with FaaS 
environments, i.e. supporting the execution of FunctionBench workloads against a target Openwhisk 
instance, while extending the modelling and runtime adaptation support for further patterns (SplitJoin 
pattern). Furthermore, it may be applied in order to create performance models for individual functions 
coming from the Use Cases. In this case we will be able to estimate aspects such as the average execution 
time of a function, indicating also cost aspects from that execution. 

T4.4: Distributed In-Memory State Services for Data Interplay. The activities planned for the second year of 
the project on this task are: 1) Definition of consistency semantics for the shared data, 2) Implementation 
of consistency protocols, 3) Performance evaluation of the different protocols, 4) Usage of other types of 
storage, and 5) Comparison of the performance of different types of storage systems. 

T4.5: For this second period of the project, T4.5 will be centred in to main activities: the design and 
development of a parser of the app and resource graphs (service graph) sent by the Inference Engine 
through the Optimizer to deploy the application components, and the design and development of the 
interface with WP5 components to deploy the application components in the underlying infrastructure 
using the Open Cluster Management API. 

2.2.5 WP5 work and achievements  
Overview 

The main objective of WP5 is to provide a view and interface for enabling an optimized operation of the 
edge and cloud services utilized for the realization of the application service graph. To this end it needs to 
i) accurately depict and model the abilities of each service and resource type; ii) analyze and investigate 
different algorithmic approaches for adaptive and real-time provider level scheduling so that resources are 
adapted to current application needs while maintaining overall QoS levels; iii) transform and incorporate 
these algorithms into proper management and controlling logic for the resource layer, thus implementing 
the adaptive approach and offering relevant interfaces to mechanisms from WP3 and 4; iv) investigate on 
behalf of the provider strategies and optimizations that will enable further exploitation of the resources, 
such as service co-allocation strategies while minimizing the performance degradation effect from these 
aspects 

Summary of work done 

The aim of this first year is to drive the first prototype version of the PHYSICS Extended Infrastructure 
Services with Adaptable Algorithms, the base/infrastructure layer to the PHYSICS platform that aims to 
support and provide extended functionality/APIs to the upper layer PHYSICS components. 

The initial design in WP2 was mapped to the infrastructure layer requirement and the first component 
prototypes of WP5. The PHYSICS infrastructure is based on Kubernetes, the de-facto standard for container 
orchestration. On top of it, we have defined and designed different enhancements and extensions, needed 
to support the PHYSICS components needs. 

The design phase was focused on adopting as much as possible the "kubernetes" way. We investigated the 
state of the art and: 

1. Selected existing components where PHYSICS can contribute and provide enhancement, instead of 
reinventing the wheel 

2. For specific PHYSICS functionality without relevant upstream projects, we designed the 
components development adopting several features from Kubernetes to better integrate the WP5 
components among themselves and with the Kubernetes infrastructure: mainly Custom Resources, 
Operators and Webhooks. 
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For the first group, we have already investigated, contributed and deployed into the physics testbed the 
next components: 

 Submariner, for multicluster networking connectivity 

 Open Cluster Management, for multicluster management, of both applications and infrastructure 

 MicroShift, as a low footprint kubernetes flavor target for Edge use cases 

For the second group, we have defined and developed a webhook so that the different schedulers can be 
used per pod, as well as the affinities/antiaffinities defined on the fly, by leveraging K8s APIs. Initial 
schedulers and affinity engines have been developed, after investigation of more advanced algorithms, 
pros/cons, etc, as detailed in Deliverable D5.1. In addition, we have extended the Kubernetes API by 
making use of CRDs, to have a new object, named Workflow CRD that has a two fold purpose:  

 Point of integration with other WPs components to trigger the OpenWhisk function creation 

 Point of integration between components at WP5, for adding semantic information and for 
retrieving information needed by either scheduling engine and/or anti-affinity logic. 

On top of that, we have defined the interaction between WP by leveraging the OCM capabilities, therefore 
making it the API between other WP components and WP5. 

Main Achievements 

The main achievements of WP5 can be summarized as follows: 

 Infrastructure components design and integration points defined 

 WP5 component APIs defined 

 Semantic component including the basis for sharing resource information 

 Webhook to allow different schedulers and setting of affinities defined and implemented. Also initial 
version deployed on the testbed 

 Workflow CRD designed for communication between Semantic, Scheduler and Co-allocation 
engines. Also, for integration with other components at other WPs. It extends the K8s API for physics 
needs. 

 Upstream contributions to Submariner and MicroShift 

 Experimentation and benchmarking of different scheduling algorithms with focus on the FaaS. Used 
as input for the k8s scheduling implementation 

 Experimentation with different collocation strategies, used as input for the integration into the 
WebHook. 

 Deployment of based components (upstream projects) into the PHYSICS testbed (submariner, OCM, 
MicroShift) 

Deliverables and Milestones 

During this period, WP5 contributed directly to the following Milestone: 

 MS4- PHYSICS 1st software prototype (WP3,4,5)-M13: Initial version of the base component 
software from the main technical WPs 

During this period, WP5 contributed directly to the following Deliverable: 

 D5.1 Extended Infrastructure Services with Adaptable Algorithms Scientific Report and Prototype 
Description. Initial version of the architecture and interaction between WP5 components 

To this end, WP5 provided the design and code for the following set of components: 
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 Semantic Model for service and resource characteristics 

 Adaptable Scheduling Algorithms 

 Co-allocation engine 

 Infrastructure enhancement and extra APIs for integration of the above components -- through the 
WebHook, WorkFlow CRD and Operator designs. 

Partners Reporting 

INQ 
S1: INQ participated in T5.4 of WP5 by performing the first evaluations for the state of the art works for 
cybersecurity and privacy applications in the context of service optimization and co-allocation strategies. 
S2: INQ participated in T5.4 of WP5 by continuing the research of the applications of cybersecurity and 
privacy applications in the context of service optimization and co-allocation strategies. 

Table 36 - INQ WP5 
RYAX 

S1: Participation on WP5 related meetings 
Study and adoption of a suite of FaaS benchmarks with different characteristics in order to enable the 
creation of a methodology for the experimentation of FaaS scheduling algorithms. 
Adapt the selected FaaS benchmarks (open-source code) to function with our selected FaaS platform 
software OpenWhisk. 
Prepare an automated environment for experimentation upon Grid5000 platform using Openwhisk, 
Kubernetes, Grafana and the FaaS benchmarks. 
Perform experiments, configure and fine tune the experimentation environment to allow the execution 
of all benchmarks considering the different execution phases (deplolyment, download of container, 
execution, etc) and the resources usage (CPU, RAM, network, etc) in order to characterize and model the 
benchmarks as precisely as possible 
Study of Kubernetes scheduling policies and algorithms. 
Initial study of the scheduling simulation software based on BatKube and Batsim. 
Initial preparation of scheduling experimentations using the suite of benchmarks on both real and 
simulated environments. 
S2: Participation on WP5 related meetings 
Perform experiments, configure and fine tune the experimentation environment to allow the execution 
of all benchmarks considering the different execution phases (deplolyment, download of container, 
execution, etc) and the resources usage (CPU, RAM, network, etc) in order to define interesting scheduling 
optimizations for FaaS 
Based on the outcomes of real-scale experiments with FaaS benchmarks and default Kubernetes and 
Openwhisk schedulers we defined interesting algorithms based on the locality of images and images 
layers. 
Experimentation of the new scheduling algorithms in simulation mode with Batsim. 
Study of the integration with other components of WP5 and other WPs. 
Study and initial preparation of the implementation of the scheduler within Kubernetes. 
Contribution to the WP5 related deliverable. 

Table 37 – RYAX WP5 
ATOS 

S1: Participation in the work package meetings 
S2: Attendance to the work package follow up meetings. Analysis and design of the integration points and 
message schemas between WP5 components and WP4 components. 

Table 38 - ATOS WP5 
BYTE 
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S1: Analysis of different available domain specific languages for semantic modelling. Design of the initial 
resource ontology based on OWL that captures the most prevalent of different resources and their 
capabilities. 
Evaluation of different frameworks (UShift, Submariner, Knative, etc) and interfaces to be incorporated 
in the project, towards resource management. 
Alignment of the resource ontology with other components to ensure a universal format of classes and 
annotations in order to enable reasoning at a later stage. 
Development of a REST API interface to make the resource information accessible to potentially 
interested components. 
S2: Several improvements on the component’s API. Added a visualization method that allows 
interactivity between the user and the visual elements, displaying crucial information on the resource 
semantics such as classes, properties, unique IRI etc. This functionality is also ready to be implemented 
along with the application semantics produced in WP3 to provide a unified visualization framework for 
the PHYSICS ontology. Added the functionality for the application developer or the PHYSICS partners to 
register new clusters in the platform non–programmatically through certain UI elements. This 
information is, following its submission, assigned an ID and inserted in the ontology. 
Redesign of certain ontology elements to better fit the latest versions of the architecture and new 
requirements that appear from the evolution of the components that will consume information from the 
resource semantics. 
Alignment with the semantics block (application semantics and reasoning framework), including 
activities such as the selection of OWL as the main language for the ontology, the alignment of ontology 
properties that should match on both resource and application level (i.e. data and object properties), and 
the improvements upon the functionalities that are expected to contribute to the functionalities of the 
first prototype version of the platform. 
Initial research and development of Kubernetes CRD compatibility and operation of the resource 
semantics component to enhance the merits for other components in the overall architecture. 

Table 39 - BYTE WP5 
HUA 

S1: During this period, HUA collaborated for the resource and service semantic models of task T5.1 about 
semantic web technologies and best practices in the creation of the resources and services ontology. HUA 
also provided terms in the ontology, in conjunction with the envisioned applications model of T3.2 and 
the needs of the reasoning processes of T4.1, mainly in order to describe QoS and performance aspects 
of the resources. 
Furthermore during M1-M6, HUA investigated potential designs of two approaches for combining work 
for T4.2 and T5.4. First proposition referred to adding reuse of specific containers by specific functions 
while implementing a scheduling layer on top of FaaS platform, based on a multi-level queue logic. Second 
proposition referred to a prediction model of anticipated function invocations in order to configure key 
parameters of FaaS platform scaling. 
S2: During S2, HUA participated in WP5 with relation to enriching the service descriptions with fields 
regarding QoS metrics description for resources, based on the outputs of benchmarks. Furthermore, 
work has been put on linking the application level ontological concepts defined in WP3 with the resource 
description concepts defined in T5.1. Different mechanisms have also been drafted at this point for future 
experiments with the aim of bridging work between different WPs (for example, how to determine the 
split size of the SplitJoin pattern in WP3 with relation to performance models created in T4.2 and 
expected interference from the multiple spawned containers in T5.4). During M11-M12 HUA performed 
an experimentation on how prewarm containers and concurrency limits work on the OpenWhisk 
environment. 

Table 40 - HUA WP5 
UPM 
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S1: Participation in WP meetings Study of the literature related to co-allocation strategies Definition of 
the component functionality and architecture Study of kubernetes scheduler, affiinity rules 
S2: Definition of an algorithm for co-allocation of components in Kubernetes Benchmarking different 
applications for identifying the resource usage Implementation of co-allocation strategies Testing of the 
coallocation algorithm with CPU intensive workloads Integration with other components 

Table 41 - UPM WP5 
INNOV 

S1: 1) Initial specifications of the semantic descriptions of PHYSICS resources. 2) Contribution to the 
specification and initial implementation of PHYSICS ontology. 3) Contribution to the defintion of the data 
transfer mechanisms (interaction of ontology and inference engine) 
S2: 1) Contribution in the development of the Semantic Models for Service Characteristics Description 
component (T5.1). 2) Contribution to the implementation of the PHYSICS ontology based on which T5.1 
defines the respective Semantic Models. 3) Contribution to the implementation of the data transfer 
mechanisms from T5.1 to T4.1 (Inference Engine). 

Table 42 - INNOV WP5 
RHT 

S1: Defining main components and architecture 
Leading WP5 bi-weekly calls 
Research knative as a serverless/FaaS alternative to OpenWhisk 
Research different options for K8s schedulers: ongoing efforts such as topology aware or pod-grouping 
scheduling 
Work on low footprint OpenShift distribution: uShift 
Work on submariner enhancements (support for OVN) and integration with uShift 
Work on Open Cluster Management and integration of the above components (submariner and uShift) 
S2: Leading WP5 bi-weekly calls 
Work on D5.1 deliverable 
Work on defining WP5 architecture and component interactions and APIs 
Work on Infrastructure setting (OKD cluster at AWS) 
Work on Intrastructure components integration: OCM, Submariner, uShift 

Table 43 - RHT WP5 
Activities Planning [M13-M24] 

For the following period (M13-M24), the tasks at WP5 aims to: 

 integrate its operation with the remaining parts of the PHYSICS platform (WP3, WP4) 

 enhance the semantic model with new information by expanding the resource annotations to 
include more domain specific characteristics in terms of serverless applications. 

 extend the schedulers with more advanced algorithms, and consider new parameters as defined 
within the higher layers to better account for the differences between Functions and Pods 
scheduling. For instance warm and hot containers consideration, involving OpenWhisk scheduler 

 extend the co-allocation engine to consider more information when taking its decisions, including 
forecasting algorithms 

 further develop the Operator managing the Workflow CRD so that it can manage/proxy OpenWhisk 
and serve as integration point for WP4 and OCM. We will also work on including needed monitoring 
information from related Kubernetes objects 

 enhance some of the upstream components we leverage, contributing some of the features/code to 
upstream communities, such as better integration between MicroShift, OCM and Submariner. 

Task 5.4 - Optimized service co-allocation strategies 
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The activities planned for the second year of the project are: 

 Implementation of forecasting methods to find out good co-allocation strategies. 

 Deeper performance evaluation of the first software prototype 

 Integration with other components the platform 

2.2.6 WP6 work and achievements  
Overview 

WP6 – Use Cases Adaption, Experimentation, Evaluation - primary objective is to evaluate the effect and 
demonstrate the added value of the PHYSICS platform and concepts in the three verticals: (a) Smart 
Manufacturing, (b) eHealth, (c) Smart Agriculture. It therefore focuses in the definition and implementation 
of relevant use-case scenarios and the required application adaption and experimentation. 

Use-Case KPI designs per pilot provide the foundation of a comprehensive evaluation of the effectiveness 
of the PHYISCS approach. 

Beside the use-case focus, WP6 provides the CI/CD pipeline for the integration of the technical artefacts 
from WP 3-4-5 and provides the RAMP marketplace, which will be used in WP7 for exploitation activities. 

Summary of work done 

FTDS is leading WP6, which began in M4 of the project and ends in M36. 

For an effective work environment and to foster the critical communication between the pilots and the 
technical partner, WP6 established a communication plan which includes several meetings and their 
purpose, organizer and participants. Before the establishment of this communication plan in M10, bi-
weekly meetings have been setup to coordinate the work in WP6 with the WP6 task leader and Use-Case 
partner. 

 

Figure 1 - WP6 Communication Diagram  
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Meeting Purpose Organizer Participants Time and Place 

WP6 Status Jour 
Fixe 

· Update work progress 
· Discussion of next steps 
· Discussion of blockers 

FTDS · Task leaders 
· Pilots 

· Once per month 
(Tuesday 10:00) 
· 60min 
· Online (Teams) 

Task meetings · Discussion on task level 
· Work on specific tasks 

Task leader · Task leaders 
· Task participants 

· Ad-hoc or 
regular (when 
needed) 
· 30-60min 

Working 
meetings 

· Analyze and give 
solutions to problems and 
tasks 
· In deep discussions 
· Working on results 
documentation 

Project 
participants 

· Relevant project members 
with knowledge to the 
meeting items 

· Ad-hoc (when 
needed) 
· 30-180min 

Technical and 
pilot alignment 

· Align technical and pilot 
developments 
· Discuss pilot blocker 
· Define next steps and 
working meetings 

FTDS ·  Technical (WP2, WP3, WP4, 
WP5) leaders 
· WP6 leader 
· Pilots 

· First Wed every 
month (10:00) 
· 60min 
· Online (Teams) 

Table 44 - WP6 Meeting Overview 
A summary of work done in the respective WP6 tasks: 

 T6.1 - Solution Services Integration and RAMP Creation 

The goal of this task was to integrate all the services and functional components developed within the 
former work-packages (WP3-4-5) in a common solution framework, which is fully aligned to the PHYSICS 
Reference Architecture developed in WP2. Moreover, the task has also created the Reusable Artefacts 
Marketplace Platform (RAMP) that includes the individual exploitable artefacts of the technical WPs as well 
as functionalities for their description, reuse, external communities’ involvement and artefact expansion. 

 T6.2 - Use Case Scenarios 

During the first 12 months of the project, T6.2 developed a comprehensive methodology to define and 
describe the use-cases of the three project pilots. D6.3 “Application Scenarios Definition” introduces the use 
case- based methodology and how a workshop series together with technical experts and use-case partners 
or domain experts of the use-cases and their scenarios were conducted. 

The methodology consists of three work streams to define the use-case scenarios, describing the AS-IS 
architecture and constructing KPIs. In the first step, a series of questionnaires were setup to gather initial 
information on the pilots before the workshops and to create a common understanding of the pilots among 
the PHYSICS partners. The second part was compiled in a series of workshops with the pilot partners to 
also describe the future desired state and foster the discussions between technical and pilot partners. 

The result of this approach including the questionnaires and the workshops are reported in D6.3. It includes 
the description of the applications scenarios of the three pilots, describes the system architecture, presents 
the actors and shows the relationship to the upcoming PHYSICS platform. It prioritize the TO-BE state of 
the use-cases supported by a unified use-case scenario structure and a process map. 

After the first use-case scenario description, a KPI design methodology was developed, which will be 
executed in a series of workshops together with the pilots beginning in the second year of the project. It 
supports the design of relevant KPIs which set the foundation for the baseline and evaluation. 
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Use-Case scenario adaptations and the KPI design method and workshop results will be reported in D6.4 

 T6.3 - Use Cases Adaptation & Experimentation 

In the agriculture use case, we seek during the first phase of the project to make the processes of 
environmental data collection from the greenhouses sensors and storage in Cybeletech databases more 
reliable. The option retained to reach that goal is to deploy the Physics components needed on the edge. A 
first step has then been to deploy the node-red flow called "edge_etl_service" on Cybeletech server and to 
adapt the current Cybeletech procedure to ensure compliance with this flow. 

In the healthcare use case, the focus has not been on collecting the data (this is done using iSprint’s product, 
Healthentia), but on implementing a FaaS-based approach on model inference to experiment with the 
scaling capabilities of such a FaaS-based inference engine. To this extent, experiments have been carried 
out by iSprint with Node-RED flows that handle some input vectors, run inference and output the model 
predictions. These flows run Python inference scripts under the hood. 

For the smart manufacturing use case, FaaS-based approach needs to be implemented to have a local 
deployment of the complete PHYSICS platform. Local components need to check the health status of the 
local services, and perform the computations locally, if these services are available. In case of failure, the 
PHYSICS architecture in the Cloud will be used to avoid downtimes. DFKI deployed existing PHYSICS 
components into a local server structure, namely Kubernetes, OpenWhisk, and Node-RED flows to 
experiment and see the behaviours of such components. 

The other two use cases, although started experimenting on custom Node-RED installations, are now 
moving towards the official deployment offered by PHYSICS. 

 T6.4 - Use Cases Evaluation 

The task starts in M15 of the project but there is already a detailed task breakdown and Gant-Chart available. 

Main Achievements 

 Methodology a workshop series developed to describe complex, digitalization use-cases scenarios 

 Methodology and workshops developed to design relevant KPIs in times of digitalization together 
with stakeholders or domain experts 

 AS-IS and TO-BE use-Case scenarios for all three pilots described as v1.0 including processes, actors 
and architecture 

 Infrastructure and CI/CD pipeline defined and setup 

 Startup of PHYSICS framework integration and RAMP MVP and software release (including related 
documentation release): overall partners activities coordination, related technical contributions 
definition and integration 

Deliverables and Milestones 

List deliverables and milestones achieved and provide general description & comments 

 D6.3 - PHYSICS application scenarios definition V1 [M07; FTDS]. The deliverable describes the use 
cases of the three pilots. It describes the application scenarios of the three pilots, draws the system 
borders and presents different actors and their goals. It prioritizes the TO-BE state of the use-cases 
and expresses the use-case scenarios in a unified structure supported by a process map and the 
identified architecture description and first relevant KPI measure. It also describes the developed 
methodology. 

 MS02 – RA and UC Scenarios design (1st cycle) [M07; WP2, WP6]. Application scenarios design and 
overall PHYSICS vertical solution design Reference Architecture completed. 
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Partners Reporting 

FTDS 
S1: ·         Leading WP6 Setup and coordination of regular calls 
·         Support T6.1 regarding the infrastructure selection and discussion about RAMP 
·         Leading T6.2 Coordination of use-case requirements with other work packages Development of a 
methodology for defining the use case scenarios, the AS-IS architecture and constructing KPIs Setup and 
analysis of a questionnaire for each pilot partner and support Setup and moderation of scenario 
workshops for each pilot together with technical leaders 
S2: ·         Leading WP6 and relevant WP6 Jour Fixe meetings 
·         Setup and moderation of scenario workshops for each pilot together with technical leaders 
·         Finalize and submit first deliverable for T6.2 
·         Setup, Coordination and Moderating of tech/pilot calls 
·         Start setup for Smart Manufacturing Edge-Infrastructure (FJ IntelliEdge) 
·         Development of a KPI design method for the pilots and planning of workshops 
·         Participate and give input to Infrastructure decision for the PHYSICS platform 

Table 45 - FTDS WP6 
GFT 

S1: T6.1 Solution Services Integration and Reusable Artefacts Marketplace Platform (RAMP) Creation 
(M07-M30, Leader: HPE): 
·         Support in solution services identification and pilots descriptions 
·         Participation at activities and calls 
S2: T6.1 Solution Services Integration and Reusable Artefacts Marketplace Platform (RAMP) Creation 
(M07-M30, Leader: HPE): 
·         Support in solution services identification and pilots descriptions 
·         Participation at activities and calls 

Table 46 - GFT WP6 
RHT 

S1: N.A. 
S2: T6.1 Solution Services Integration and RAMP Creation 
Task Leadership 
·         Leadership of PHYSICS infrastructure selection and setup 
·         Leadership of integration and deployment approach, Agile and DevOps methodology, Continuous 
Delivery Pipeline, WP2 Reference Architecture analysis, suggested stack for software integration 
framework and tools, DevOps infrastructure, DevOps infrastructure requirements 
·        Related Participation to plenary and WP6 meetings, with leadership of T6.1 sessions 
·        D6.1 leadership: preliminary TOC definition and activities planning 

Table 47 - RHT WP6 
INQ 

S1: INQ participated in WP6 by coming into communication with the use case partners to identify their 
requirements and what cybersecurity and privacy needs that they have when it comes to proper 
functionality of their functions. This will be an ongoing process where continuous security and privacy 
evaluation will be done so as to assure that anything that needs protection is protected accordingly. 
S2: INQ participated in WP6 by coming into communication with the use case partners to present to them 
the developed cybersecurity and privacy flows (encryption, storage and privacy) of WP3. This will be an 
ongoing process where continuous security and privacy evaluation will be done so as to assure that 
anything that needs protection is protected accordingly. 

Table 48 - INQ WP6 
ISPRINT 
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S1: Preparations for organising T6.3: Use Cases Adaptation & Experimentation (task lead, but task 
starting in M9). Defined the Use Case scenario for the eHealth use case, as reported in D6.3. Regular 
coordination discussions within WP6. 
S2: Kick-off and organisation for T6.3: Use Cases Experimentation and Adaptation. Initial setup of D6.5. 
Experimentation with Node-RED and creation of initial FaaSified flows of the online prediction use case. 
Participation in WP6 calls and collaboration with T6.1/T6.2/T6.4. 

Table 49 - ISPRINT WP6 
INNOV 

S1: N.A. 
S2: 1)    Contribution in T6.1 Solution Services Integration and Reusable Artefacts Marketplace Platform 
(RAMP) Creation. 
2)    Requirements and structure definition of the RAMP front-end. 
3)    Participation at activities and calls. 

Table 50 - INNOV WP6 
CYBE 

S1: T6.2 Use Cases Scenarios (M04-M23, Leader: FUJ): 
·         Participation at activities and calls 
·         Presentation of the agriculture use case scenarios to partners 
S2: T6.3 Use Cases Adaptation & Experimentation (M09-M34, Leader: iSPRINT): 
·         Identification and specification of the modules to extract and adapat to Physics components 
·         Adaptation of the codes for data gathering in greenhouses for the purpose of integrating in a nodered 
flow 
·         Adaptation of the codes for tomato growth simulation for the purpose of integrating in a nodered 
flow 

Table 51 - CYBE WP6 
UPM 

S1: ·         Definition of the infrastructure for the integration and development 
S2: N.A. 

Table 52 - UPM WP6 
DFKI 

S1: ·         Identified the use cases that are going to be realized in the project. 
·         Internal meetings for the adaptation and prioritization of the components were organized. 
·         Smart Manufacturing Use Case Modeling Workshop was organized together with FDTS. 
S2: ·         Initial work done on infrastructure setup. 
·         Created dummy workflows to get a better understanding of the available PHYSICS flows. 
·         Started integration of available components into the testlab. 

Table 53 - DFKI WP6 
Activities Planning [M13-M24] 

During the next 12 months, the KPI design will be finished in a workshop series together with the pilots. 
The KPIs are the basis to develop a baseline and the evaluation plan. The use-case scenarios will be 
continually adapted if required. 

The CI/CD pipeline will be further developed to integrate the PHYSICS components and documented in the 
relevant deliverable. 

The experimentation and required application and infrastructure adaption at the pilots will be further 
executed to evaluate and demonstrate the effectiveness of the PHYSICS platform. 
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2.2.7 WP7 work and achievements  
Overview 

The main objective of WP7 is to deliver the outcomes of PHYSICS to citizens, market stakeholders, research 
and wider community, public and standardisation bodies. To this end, this work package aims at: i) 
maximizing the impact of the project aligning business opportunities with the technical activity; ii) assisting 
and complementing the technical development with the business perspective particularly, relating to future 
uptake and sustainability; iii) studying the external context for PHYSICS results, providing input relating to 
market needs and trends and defining the market context for exploitation; iv) ensuring proper 
communication of the project results and subsequently raising awareness to the scientific, industrial, and 
general public communities; v) following, contributing to, promoting and ensuring usage of the 
corresponding relevant standards, while supporting liaison and collaboration activities with EC funded 
related projects and initiatives. 

Summary of work done 

GFT is leading WP 7 activities; the WP began in M1 of the project; monthly WP meetings to keep activities 
on schedule are being held. 

• T7.1 Communication & Ecosystem Creation 

Using a content-driven approach, dissemination and communication activities are closely integrated with 
project activities. During the first 12 months, the pilot use cases were set up and the focus has therefore 
been on foundation communication and dissemination activities such as creating content, planning, 
identifying, and analyzing target audiences, clustering with other projects, participation in events and 
presentations and establishing a brand identity and associated marketing collateral. All these are 
disseminated in channels such as social media (Twitter, LinkedIn), Newsletters, Website (blog posts, news, 
etc.). A tight relationship has been created with HORIZON CLOUD Forum (an initiative supported by 
European commission) by participating to monthly calls which have the aim of creating synergies, connect 
cloud stakeholders, increase awareness and collaboration across different stakeholder groups and provide 
cross-fertilisation opportunities 

• T7.2 Business Innovation Development & Exploitation 

During the first year of the project, the initial version of the Exploitation & Business Innovation 
Development Plans of PHYSICS project was developed, with the contributions from all partners and 
stakeholders integrated in a coherent vision able to transform a set of proof of concepts and artefacts at 
different maturity levels in an effective business value proposition tuned to the needs of the FaaS cloud 
computing sector and ecosystem. The general approach and the methodology to be followed during the rest 
of the project lifespan and the project’s commercialization strategy were set up, with special focus on the 
project’s market platform, the identification of the exploitable items, the solutions/services that will be 
provided, the business models and monetization strategies of the services of the market platform. 

An initial IP Rights analysis was performed, the possible risks arising from the fact that legislation is often 
lagging the current state of the technology when it comes to cloud computing are being considered and 
discussed in terms of their impact and probability to occur. 

As part of the exploitation strategy of the project, both joint exploitation and individual plans were 
developed regarding the PHYSICS market platform and the individual partners’ exploitation. For the joint 
exploitation activities, an initial version of business models and exploitation plans were developed and will 
be further iterated and complemented in later stages of the project. Exploitation will proceed in a manner 
that maximizes the project’s wider impact and benefits beyond the consortium, disseminating and 
facilitating further use of their results by industry and society. 

• T7.3 Standardization & Open Source Activities 

The PHYSICS project also includes standardisation activities mainly pursued by contributing to upstream 
open-source projects and communities, which are the de-facto software standards. 
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In the first year of the project, we have focused on identifying the initial set of standardization bodies and 
open-source projects that are relevant for PHYSICS and defining our approach on how to get engaged and 
contribute. As the project reaches maturity, more contributions are expected to be made during the second 
and third years of the project. The project is already keeping close track of them to ensure alignment from 
the very beginning. Different partners received a template to record, both their contributions as well as the 
future/tentative plan for them. This approach is being used to internally track the progress. 

Besides the plan of contributing some of the PHYSICS components as open source (public git repositories), 
we have also identified a few upstream communities where part of the PHYSICS contributions is targeted. 
The PHYSICS project is also working on creating new communities around new/starting projects. 

• T7.4 Adoption Impact and PHYSICS Handbook 

This task will contribute to increased adoption of project outcomes through a handbook that will address 
the context, requirements and advancements of evolving PHYSICS technologies and supporting 
environments through a set of recommendations and best practices. It will receive feedback from WP6 
experimentation, T7.1 and T7.2 and formalize it in a manner suitable to be applied by external entities in 
their specific cases of PHYSICS adoption. It will provide key guiding material and experiences achieved for 
usage in the context of the reuse and sustainability of the bundles following the project end, the context of 
the RAMP, as well as their usage in wider or individual context beyond the project use case domains and 
cases. It will receive and integrate the feedback from the external audiences regarding the process and 
potential enhancements with regard to the process automation, necessary level of abstraction or knowledge 
barrier etc. from the two Impact Intensification periods. It will also include lessons learned, potential final 
modifications needed, future scope and adaptations needed for the post project exploitation phases. The 
activities of T7.4 Adoption Impact and PHYSICS Handbook will begin in M16. 

Main Achievements 

 Organisation of the 1st exploitation workshop with the whole consortium and inputs about 
innovation management and standardisation activities 

 Collection of description and details about each artefact  

 Development of an Exploitation plan 

 Development of a Plan for Dissemination and communication 

Dissemination KPIs 

Diss. Measures Activities Goal KPIs Y1 Goal KPIs 

Organization and/or 
attendance to 
conferences and 
exhibitions 

· 10 Conferences  
· 3 Exhibitions 

· 100 visitors,  
· 10 speakers 

Successfully organized the first webinar 
which focused on the Function as a Service 
(FaaS) paradigm, and more specifically on 
how PHYSICS versatile serverless 
applications are built. In the webinar 
participated 40 visitors and 7 speakers. 

Synergies established at 
local, national or 
international level for 
uptake of the 
marketplace 

Conference Calls 
Events (any type) 
for F2F 
discussions 

6 synergies 
established 

The partners of the PHYSICS project 
participated in the following workshops: 
"Dagstuhl Seminar 21201", "Kubernetes 
Athens vol14", "Ist zu viel Technologie ein 
Hemmnis in der Smart Factory?“ 
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Synergies for sharing 
knowledge, collaboration 
& standardisation 

Meeting 
attendance and 
common 
publications 

> 3 projects During the first year the PHYSICS project, 
the consortium actively participates in 
HORIZON CLOUD, the European Cloud Hub. 
HORIZON CLOUD is a European 
Commission initiative that aims to 
consolidate and grow the Cloud Computing 
research and innovation community in 
Europe. 

On-site demonstrations 
and presentations 

· 5 demons. 
· 5 presentations 

· 3 responders, 
· 2 on-site demos 

To be done in the second half of the project 

Open Access publications Publication to 
journals & 
magazines 

> 15 publications 9 publications to peer-reviewed journals 
and magazines 

Online publishing (online 
magazines, blogs, etc.) 

> 15 publications 
and four blog 
post per month 

> 500 views / 
publications / year 

8 blog posts during the first year of the 
project. 473 unique users visited the 
PHYSICS website, 99 people followed the 
project on Twitter and 68 on LinkedIn. 

Customisable marketing 
packages (videos, how-to 
demos, press kit etc.),  

Production of 
professional 
material tailored 
to specific 
audiences 

· > 10 produced, 
· > 50 distributions 

Video recording of the webinar "Building 
Versatile Serverless Applications Across the 
Cloud Edge Continuum".  The recording 
video has 19 unique views. Creation of a 
communication kit which includes a poster, 
summarizing the PHYSICS' project. Creation 
of a two-page flyer which includes a brief 
overview of PHYSICS key points. 

Table 54 - Dissemination KPIs 
Communication KPIs 

Measure Means Target KPI Y1 Goal KPI 

Monthly Web 
content 

Identify and publish new 
content on a regular basis. 

· YR1: min. 
2/month, 
· YR2: min. 
3/month, 
· YR3: min. 
4/month 

2 blog posts per month were published on the 
website. 

In-house 
newsletters 

Produce and circulate 
monthly newsletter based 
on stakeholder targets 

· YR1: min. 6; 
· YR2: min. 8; 
· YR3: min. 10 

7 Newsletters have been sent in the first year. 

Promotional 
material, 
including video 
content 

Design and produce focused 
material (for stakeholders / 
events) 

· YR1: min. 3; 
· YR2: min. 6; 
· YR3: min 12 

Promotional material: 1 video, 1 flyer, 1 poster. 
For each event, a unique visual was created. 
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Press releases 
for major 
stakeholders  

Produce press releases 
targeting different media 
channels  

· YR1: min 2; 
· YR2: min 1; 
· YR3: min 2 

The consortium partners InQbit, Innov-acts 
and Innovation Sprint have added a press 
release on their website in order to present the 
PHYSICS project and raise awareness. In the 
PHYSICS' website is also included a press 
release about the Participation of the PHYSICS 
project in HORIZON CLOUD, the New Research 
Paper Published: “Functionalities, Challenges 
and Enablers for a Generalized FaaS based 
Architecture as the Realizer of Cloud/Edge 
Continuum Interplay” and the PHYSICS Project 
webinar on “Building Versatile Serverless 
Applications Across the Cloud Edge 
Continuum” has been completed. 

Press releases 
for general 
public 

Lightweight article targeting 
non-specialized channels 

3 press clippings 
8 blog posts were published on the PHYSICS 
website and can be considered as press 
releases for the general public. 

Visibility of 
PHYSICS in 
channels used 
by different 
stakeholder 
categories 

· Liaise and engage with 
projects/initiatives with 
journalists and LinkedIn 
groups 
· Produce a survey to verify 
brand recognition 

20 back-links 
across major, 
 
50 responders 
identified 
PHYSICS  

Communication with other European projects 
for the dissemination of our news. Plenty of 
accounts have retweeted some of our posts: 
HORIZON CLOUD, Innovation Sprint, Pledger, 
INNOV-ACTS Ltd, AssureStor, The Industrial Iot 
Daily, Harm op den Akker, Angela-Maria 
Despotopoulou. The PHYSICS' account on 
Twitter has been mentioned 25 times. 

Table 55 - Communication KPIs 
Deliverables and Milestones 

D7.1 Web Presence – Due in M2 – Delivered in M2 

Website and social media creation. 

The website, LinkedIn and Twitter profiles and newsletter mailing list and structure where created and are 
constantly updated by INNOV with the consortium’ support 

D7.2 Communication, Dissemination and Standardization Plan and Activities V1 - Due in M12 – 
Delivered in M12 

A periodic report on the dissemination, communication, and standardization activities of the project, 
reflecting the outcomes of T7.1 and 7.3 

The first version of this deliverable was created at the end of the first year of the project including all the 
progress reached until then. 

D7.5 Business Innovation, Exploitation Plan and Handbook Activities V1 -Due in M12 – Delivered in 
M12 

A periodic report on the business innovation and exploitation activities, reflecting the outcomes of T7.2.  

The first version of this deliverable was created at the end of the first year of the project including all the 
progress reached until then. 

Partners Reporting 

GFT 
S1: GFT is leading WP 7 activities; the WP began in M1 of the project; monthly WP meeting to keep 
activities on schedule were held. 
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• T7.1 Communication & Ecosystem Creation [INNOV] M1-M36 GFT supported and coordinated with 
INNOV to perform the initial communication actions. In addition, GFT created a relationship with 
HORIZON CLOUD Forum (an initiative supported by European commission) by participating to monthly 
calls which have the aim of crating synergies, connect cloud stakeholders, increase awareness and 
collaboration across different stakeholder groups and provide cross-fertilisation opportunities 
• T7.2 Business Innovation Development & Exploitation [GFT] M1-M36 GFT is leading the exploitation 
activities in T7.2; the main activities performed so far are: - Analysis of Input from Task 2.1 - market 
analysis: this deliverable is relevant and closely connected with the beginning of the business studies in 
WP7 and it constitute the base of the work that have been performed - Planning of the first ERs workshop, 
to be held in month 9: the agenda was created and shared with the partners. A collaborative session has 
been scheduled to draft the first version of an exploitable asset list and its consequent potential 
exploitation paths. - Creation and validation of the artefact analysis table: the table to collect the first 
details about the artefacts has been created by GFT and discussed for validation with the consortium. It 
will be used as a tool during the ERs workshop. - Plan and structure for D7.5: the initial table of content 
was created. 
• T7.3 Standardization & Open Source Activities [RH] M1-M36 Constant communication with RH and 
discussion about the synergies among T7.2 and 7.3 
• T7.4 Adoption Impact and PHYSICS Handbook [ATOS] M16-M36 Not started yet 
S2: GFT is leading WP 7 activities; the WP began in M1 of the project; monthly WP meeting to keep 
activities on schedule are organized and chaired by GFT. 
• T7.1 Communication & Ecosystem Creation [INNOV] M1-M36 GFT supported INNOV in the 
communication action activities and in the development and finalization of D7.2, which contains a 
comprehensive plan for communication, dissemination and standardization plan and activities within the 
PHYSICS H2020 project. In addition, GFT kept constant contact with H-CLOUD. Multiple communications 
means (newsletters, publications, events, social network channels etc.) are being exploited. Keep track of 
open access publications in journals and conferences. 
• T7.2 Business Innovation Development & Exploitation [GFT] M1-M36 GFT is leading the exploitation 
activities in T7.2; after the initial analysis of Input from Task 2.1, the first ERs workshop was organized, 
with attendance from the whole consortium. The first version of exploitable assets and artefacts and 
consequent potential exploitation paths was drafted. D7.5 was created and uploaded by M12. This 
deliverable contains the general approach and the methodology to be followed during the rest of the 
project lifespan and the project’s commercialization strategy, with special focus on the project’s market 
platform, the identification of the exploitable items, the solutions/services that will be provided, the 
business models and monetization strategies of the services of the market platform. The deliverable 
identifies and presents potential business models for PHYSICS exploitable results, the possible risks 
arising from the fact that legislation is often lagging behind the current state of the technology when it 
comes to cloud computing are highlighted and discussed in terms of their impact and probability to occur. 
Specific recommendations are given to address the mentioned issues, allowing the PHYSICS innovation 
solution to freely operate. As part of the exploitation strategy of the project, both joint exploitation and 
individual plans were developed regarding the PHYSICS market platform and the individual partners’ 
exploitation. The deliverables’ findings set the basis for T7.4 - Adoption Impact and PHYSICS Handbook. 
• T7.3 Standardization & Open Source Activities [RH] M1-M36 Constant communication with RH and 
discussion about the synergies among T7.2 and 7.3, and their contributions to D7.2 and 7.5. 
• T7.4 Adoption Impact and PHYSICS Handbook [ATOS] M16-M36 Not started yet, but contacts are kept 
monthly to keep the task aligned with WP7 expectations. 

Table 56 - GFT WP7 
ATOS 

S1: Early presentation of the task adoption impact and Physics handbook. 
Participation in the work package meetings 
S2: N.A. 

Table 57 - ATOS WP7 
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HPE 
S1: N.A. 
S2: T7.1 Communication & Ecosystem Creation • HPE Dissemination and Communication plan delivery 
and implementation • Related contributions to D7.2 
T7.2 Business Innovation Development & Exploitation • HPE Exploitation plan delivery and 
implementation • Related contributions to D7.5. 

Table 58 - HPE WP7 
RHT 

S1: ·    Research open source communities that could be of interest 
·    Initial identification of open source and standardization activities by partners 
·    Join some upstream efforts: open cluster management, submariner 
S2: ·    Work on gathering the Open Source & Standardization activities 
·    Work on D7.2 deliverable 
·    Collaboration with upstream project for some of the Physics components that are based on them: 
uShift, Submariner, OCM 

Table 59 - RHT WP7 
FTDS 

S1: ·    Blog post for the physics website: "The Merits of Cloud Functions in an Edge Computing Context" 
·    LinkedIn posts about the pilot use-case workshops 
·    Included the PHYSICS approach in a VogelIT Webinar together with TÜV-SÜD (~80 participants) 
S2: ·    Webinar - Serverless Application for PHYSICS 
·    Peer Review D7.2 
·    Prepare internal materials 
·    Participate in IDS and Gaia-X meetings to check if PHYSICS can be relevant 

Table 60 - FTDS WP7 
BYTE 

S1: ·    Identification of target venues for dissemination of results with an emphasis on scientific 
conferences. 
S2: ·    Compilation and pushing of information on social media, contributing to the dissemination and 
communication activities of the project such as newsletters, LinkedIn posts and Twitter posts. 

Table 61 - BYTE WP7 
INQ 

S1: INQ contributed to WP7 by disseminating actively the project while also authoring a blog post for the 
project website that focused on the cybersecurity perspective of FaaS cloud architectures. 
S2: INQ contributed to WP7 by disseminating actively the project, furthermore dissemination plans were 
consolidated and will be put in action. 

Table 62 - INQ WP7 
ISPRINT 

S1: Review D7.1. Blog-post for physics-faas.eu. Discussions and early definitions on exploitation plan for 
eHealth use case in PHYSICS. 
S2: General dissemination action and contributions to D7.2. 

Table 63 - ISPRINT WP7 
INNOV 

S1: 1) Design and implemetation of project's website and social media profile 
2) Production of dissmination material 
3) Active participation in relevant communities e.g., H-cloud 
4) Frequent promotion of the project through the website and its social channels 
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5) Production and delivery of newsletters 
6) Coordination of dissemination and communication activities 
S2: 1) Organisation and coordination of webinar on "Building Versatile Serverless Applications Across 
the Cloud Edge Continuum" to promote project's results 
2) Active participation in relevant communities e.g., H-cloud 
3) Assisting partners' involvement in the project's publication pipeline 
4) Frequent promotion of the project through the website and its social channels 
5) Production and delivery of newsletters 
6) Coordination of dissemination and communication activities 
7) Delivery of D7.2 

Table 64 - INNOV WP7 
CYBE 

S1: N.A. 
S2: CYBE participates in WP7 activities 
 T7.1 Communication & Ecosystem Creation (M01-M36, Leader: INNOV): 
- Participation to the webinar: "Building Versatile Serverless Applications Across the Cloud Edge 
Continuum". 

Table 65 - CYBE WP7  
HUA 

S1: During this 1st semester, HUA has been active in the dissemination, collaboration and exploitation of 
the project results in the following activities: 
• Participation in the Future Cloud Cluster group, through which we contributed to the Cluster 
Reference Architecture 
• Publication and presentation of two scientific papers related to PHYSICS in the following venues: 
1. Kousiouris, G. and Kyriazis, D. (2021). Functionalities, Challenges and Enablers for a Generalized 
FaaS based Architecture as the Realizer of Cloud/Edge Continuum Interplay. In Proceedings of the 11th 
International Conference on Cloud Computing and Services Science - CLOSER, ISBN 978-989-758-510-4; 
ISSN 2184-5042, pages 199-206. DOI: 10.5220/0010412101990206 
2. G. Kousiouris and D. Kyriazis, “Enabling Containerized, Parametric and Distributed Database 
Deployment and Benchmarking as a Service”, in the ICPE Ninth International Workshop on Load Testing 
and Benchmarking of Software Systems (LTB 2021) 
• Beginning of participation in the Cloud WG of the SPEC Research group, a group that exhibits 
increased activity around serverless applications and computing systems. In the context of that 
participation, HUA presented the PHYSICS scope and participated in the Dagstuhl Seminar organized by 
the group in May 2021. The seminar resulted in the following report 
(https://drops.dagstuhl.de/opus/volltexte/2021/14798/pdf/dagrep_v011_i004_p034_21201.pdf), also 
including aspects from the PHYSICS project in terms of patterns development, FaaS approaches for 
application development, FaaS related system performance etc. HUA’s involvement was primarily in the 
2nd topic “Software engineering of serverless applications, but also systems, platforms, and ecosystems” 
• Furthermore, HUA has participated in other dissemination actions such as activities of the H-
Cloud project as well as inclusion in the HUB4CLOUD Strategic Coordination Board 
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S2: During the 2nd semester, HUA has participated in the following dissemination and collaboration 
activities: 
* Undertaking of the coordination of the FLOSS (ELLAK) team coordination on Open Source software and 
Open Standards 
* Participation in the H-Cloud Expert Consultation 1: Shaping the European Research and Innovation 
Agenda for Cloud Computing workshop organized in 22/9/2021 
* Continuation of participation in the SPEC Cloud WG on serverless systems 
* Publication and presentation of a research paper from PHYSICS: G. Kousiouris, “A self-adaptive batch 
request aggregation pattern for improving resource management, response time and costs in 
microservice and serverless environments”, in the 40th IEEE International Performance Computing and 
Communications Conference (IPCCC 2021) 
* Participation in the EOSC Future User Group call in 29/10, with relation to investigation of available 
external services for collaboration with PHYSICS 
* Participation in the PHYSICS Webinar on Building Versatile Serverless Applications Across the Cloud 
Edge Continuum (2/11/2021) with the presentation of the PHYSICS Design and Development 
Environment 
* Furthermore, HUA has participated in internal artefacts identification exploitation workshops 
(29/9/2021) 

Table 66 - HUA WP7 
Activities Planning [M13-M24] 

In the second year of the project, WP7 will focus more on cementing the activities. For dissemination and 
communication, a strong focus will be in involving relevant communities through public events and 
publications. The social channels and website updates, corroborated by the periodic newsletters, will be a 
constant support to maintain this involvement. 

Regarding exploitation activities, the further technical developments will allow a more in-depth 
development of the business models for the exploitable results and artefacts, resulting in a second 
exploitation workshop and the second version of Business Innovation, Exploitation Plan and Handbook 
Activities. For T7.3 RHT will organize an "open source workshop", where we will highlight the benefits of 
contributing to some upstream community. The idea will also identify possible projects where specific 
partners may be interested to contribute, and RHT can help them in the process. T7.4 will begin in M16. To 
develop a usable handbook, the project will follow a clear methodology linking innovation, dissemination, 
exploitation and technical activities. The results will be included in D7.8 PHYSICS Handbook (M36) with 
instructions not only about how to use project results, but to replicate them in several domains different 
from the project use cases. Furthermore, it will contain information about how such a solution may impact 
on businesses and the benefits of its adoption. 

2.3 Innovation potential analysis  
Innovation Management deals with all measures to promote innovations and to generate benefits either for 
the whole project or for each partner/component specifically. The main activities include the systematic 
promotion of innovations, the planning, organization, management, and control tasks. Innovation 
management is strictly coupled with exploitation and dissemination management. 

To this end, in the first year of the PHYSICS project, the innovation management was focused on component-
basis innovations and market opportunities. There were several innovations that offer improvements at 
specific processes, such as: 

1. Flexibench 

Flexibench can be considered as a container-oriented, more lightweight, portable tool that can enable 
stress testing as a service in a multitenant manner, whereas Cloudbench Tool (CBTOOL) is a multi-
benchmark framework that aims primarily at infrastructure as a service (IaaS) cloud stress and scalability 
testing. CBTool is a more centralized, VM-oriented and infrastructure/benchmark-centered tool.     
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Octoperf is a commercial offering that features either a privately deployed or SaaS based solution and it is 
based on Apache Jmeter.              

SimFaaS is a simulator for FaaS environments in order to cater for cost estimates of serverless applications. 
However, it needs as input key metrics for function execution, which can be obtained by Flexibench. 

As for the Market Trends, one of the benefits of cloud computing is the auto-scaling approach. However 
for one to retrieve necessary data in order to train auto-scaling approaches (and in general to enable a 
MAPE-K loop analysis) or finetune system management, it would be best to acquire actual application 
execution data and not some other indirect mean of evaluation (e.g. benchmark execution data to evaluate 
generic resource capabilities). Thus, different application executions with tailored load injection need to be 
performed for training or experimentation purposes, including common scenarios such as scalability 
testing, endurance testing, stress testing and spike testing. Flexibench acts primarily as a dataset generator 
tool for arbitrary application modelling and testing needs and not as a benchmark framework. It 
encompasses a generic load injector, for which it undertakes the full lifecycle management of its distributed 
configuration, deployment and execution through the underlying container platform. Actual application 
load injection, and not the usage of static benchmarks, enables more tailored performance model creation 
on an individual application basis. Furthermore, the adapter logic aids in easily extending the scope to new 
injectors. The tool implements Load Injection as a Service, adapted to the user needs and enabling the 
inclusion of test implementation in dynamic, software defined sequences through its API. 

Furthermore, the way FaaS systems work means that users abolish even more control over the resources 
used and how their applications are scheduled. Therefore increased understanding of these systems and 
their reaction can be of great assistance for a migration to this computing paradigm. The same applies for 
the decision on whether to actually migrate and which parts of the application, given the specificities of the 
FaaS model. 

2. Design Environment (and Patterns Repositories) 

In terms of major open source FaaS platforms, these typically do not come with a UI for workflow definition 
(Van Eyk, E., Grohmann, J., Eismann, S., Bauer, A., Versluis, L., Toader, L., Schmitt, N., Herbst, N., Abad, C. and 
Iosup, A., 2019. The SPEC-RG Reference Architecture for FaaS: From Microservices and Containers to 
Serverless Platforms. IEEE Internet Computing), with the exception of Apache Airflow that also includes the 
incorporation of operators to include typical cloud services or processes. One drawback of Airflow is that 
these operators are typically provider specific and thus cannot be reused, while amplifying the vendor lock-
in. In addition, they do not include advanced and abstracted cloud design patterns. Fission workflows are 
mainly programmatically defined. Proprietary solutions also exist with an extensive list of accompanying 
services such as the IBM Cloud (formerly Bluemix) environment (and Blueworks), AWS Step Functions as 
well as Google Composer. 

Current design environments lack the ability to aid an application in exploiting cloud benefits through 
ready-made supporting structures that enhance functional and non-functional aspects. Furthermore, they 
lack a unified and vertical approach to enable application definition, enhancement with features and 
creation of cloud deployment specification in an integrated manner. Either deployment specification or 
workflow specification are supported but not combined and do not include design patterns and 
functionality automatically incorporated and configured in the application graph. Many of the proposed 
operators/environments are provider/platform specific and increase vendor lock-in. 

Furthermore, with the migration in the FaaS paradigm, management of smaller code granularity in the form 
of functions leads to higher numbers of managed entities and thus more difficult in terms of management, 
maintenability etc. 

Considering the Market Trends a generalized adaptive approach for building the software or service stack 
may lead to higher developer productivity and easier application creation. Adaptation to dynamic 
conditions (unexpected loads and failures), to different computing paradigms (microservices and 
functions) and functionalities of the new execution environment is paramount. 
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Cloud design and programming patterns offered as FaaS reusable components may significantly aid 
application adaptation or extension in order to embed this functionality alongside its current 
implementation. Furthermore, visual environments for workflow creation can significantly aid developers 
in their transition and application adaptation. Furthermore, a vertical approach in these tools will aid in 
producing directly the application deployment specification to a FaaS framework from the application 
design. 

3. Semantics Block  

Given that the Inference engine will be part of PaaS system, there are not similar (standalone) innovative 
components. However, the abundance of data models describing cloud resources and applications indicates 
that CSPs probably perform reasoning on semantics to provide optimally their services. 

Although the semantics descriptions of applications is a topic that is being actively researched to 
accommodate for the cloud-related opportunities, new challenges emerge when applications include the 
Serverless model and multicloud, hybrid cloud and smart devices as resources. PHYSICS will provide the 
necessary complex but simple-to-use mechanisms to capture that information in a way that is meaningful 
and allows for efficient deployments. 

It is noted that such frameworks serve as a complementary service to a platform and not as a standalone 
component. However, the Reasoning framework will be developed as a REST api that can be used by other 
PHYSICS-like platforms with minimal configuration required. In addition, the lack of relevant scientific work 
indicates that reasoning services are not available in FaaS-based applications. 

4. Healthentia Digital Therapeutics Platform 

For the specific PHYSICS use case, the Healthentia Platform will be used as a generic health/wellbeing 
application for the general public. The general public may use the Healthentia mobile app to collect 
information about their own wellbeing (e.g. activity, sleep, experience of minor symptoms, etc). There are 
many similar innovations on the market. Fitbit, Garmin, and Apple Health are major players that would fit 
the category of “similar innovation”, but a complete analysis of the landscape is beyond the scope of this 
document. 

The specific innovation that is being improved through the use of the PHYSICS platform is that of providing 
real-time online health outcome predictions. eHealth, Digital Therapeutics, and even general public 
health/wellbeing applications are more and more expected to provide such intelligent features through e.g. 
digital virtual coaches, or other smart personalized services. Such intelligent services are fragile in terms of 
operational disruption, and thus their implementation calls for a flexible and scalable approach. 

Future work will focus on planning Innovation Workshops as part of the exploitation strategy. The 
Innovation Board along with the innovation Manager will shape the market opportunities given the 
innovation that the whole PHYSICS approach may offer. Finally, feedback from the use-cases will be 
analysed as part of the innovation potential. 

All the above-mentioned activities will help to develop a concrete and robust innovation potential analysis 
with 3 main components. 

A) Component innovation analysis 

B) Market needs and opportunities analysis of the PHYSICS as a unit 

C) Use case innovation analysis and feedback 

3. RISKS AND CONTINGENCY ACTIONS 
Risks are managed in the PHYSICS project following the guidelines in D1.1 as per the section on Risk 
Management explains. Risk management meetings are performed within during recurrent WP Leaders 
meetings (usually every 3 months); anyhow, leaders monitor consistently the risks and inform in advance 
the Coordinator and the other relevant people in advance in case the likelihood of a specific risk increases. 
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Below the table reporting the risks, the actions and the status of each risk. In particular, it is defined whether 
a risk “Occurred” or “Not Occurred”. Only in case a risk Occurred, an explanation of the reason along with 
the implemented action (if any) is described. 

# Description Mitigation Occured Comments 

1 Complexity of 
managing projects at 
European level 
WP1 

The Consortium believes there are no major 
management risks that could expose the 
successful development of the project at 
European level to risk. The project coordinator 
and other partners of the consortium have 
significant experience in managing European 
projects, with clear procedures for contact and 
management. 

Not 
Occurred 

  

2 Delays caused by 
failing to meet task 
deadlines. 
WP1 

Partners involved in any delayed task will 
allocate additional resources to meet the 
planned deadlines. Monitoring of intermediate 
checkpoints (e.g. for a deliverable, Table of 
Contents circulation 3 months before the 
deadline, 1st round of inputs 2 months before 
the deadline, 2nd round 1 month before the 
deadline, 1 month for internal QA) in task 
delivery will enforce early detection and 
mitigation of such events. Existence of a 
multilevel hierarchy (from task leaders to WP 
leaders, to technical and project coordination) 
enables multiple points of check-pointing. 

Occurred  Minor delay (2 days) in 
submitting a 
deliverable. No 
cascading effects.  

3 Deterioration of the 
economic situation of 
a partner, that 
imposes a stop or an 
unacceptable 
reduction of partner 
activities 
WP1 

The corrective measures in this case will be 
distributing the affected activities to the 
remaining partners or subcontracting them to a 
third party, or a combination of the two. Several 
factors can help reduce risks in such events: The 
consortium is well balanced and most of the 
activities can be taken over by other members in 
the case of partner exit, as indicated by their 
competencies in Section 3.3.1; the consortium 
has a deep knowledge of the actors in the field, 
and can find a replacement partner in the case of 
missing competence caused by partner exit. 

Not 
Occurred 

  

4 Lack of required 
know-how, as a result 
of the departure of a 
key member 
WP1 

The risk will be minimised due to expertise of 
the key personnel. Back-up plans: The partners 
will manage technical vitality within their own 
organisations to ensure continued technical 
competence. The consortium members commit 
to identify and allocate alternative personnel in 
the case of the departure of key personnel. 

Not 
Occurred 

  

5 Ethics issues arising 
due to project 
activities or 
applications 
WP1 

PHYSICS has defined a process, that will be 
further refined in the beginning of the project, 
including data protection officers, external 
ethics experts and project participants that will 
constantly monitor and provide guidelines for 
such issues. All project partners will be required 
to follow the specific recommendations... 

Not 
Occurred 
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6 Deterioration of 
environmental 
factors such as 
pandemic related 
measures such as 
inability to travel etc 
WP1 WP7 

The risk will be minimized through the 
incorporation of online collaboration tools as 
well as the transition to virtual meetings. 
PHYSICS partners have gained significant 
experience in the past months during similar 
situations (i.e. lockdowns) in their ongoing 
projects and have tried to deal with the 
limitations. In case of communication activities 
that cannot be physically performed, virtual 
participation in events will be performed as well 
as extensive organization and hosting of such 
events (e.g. webinars). 

Occurred The first phase of the 
project was done 
virtually. Not being 
able to meet in person 
has caused some 
delays, even though the 
consortium tried to 
limit any impact. 
Smaller teams in the 
same country were 
meeting to discuss the 
project. Now that the 
situation is eased, 
physical meetings are 
organized including 
internal hackathons 
and other important 
activities – thus any 
minor delay should be 
recovered.  

7 Problems in 
consolidating 
requirements 
WP2 

The consortium includes stakeholders/roles 
from the overall value chains. The consortium 
will also involve additional stakeholders from 
the partners’ business networks. Requirements 
mapping and a traceability matrix will be 
maintained throughout the project for 
monitoring purposes. The existence of the 
Innovation Board for monitoring this progress is 
also key. 

Not 
Occurred 

  

8 Planned approach not 
successful because of 
new technical 
developments that 
render it obsolete 
WP2 

The iterations in the development cycles 
provide a guarantee that new technologies or 
products can easily be incorporated into the 
project. Furthermore, the fact that the project is 
centred around open source FaaS platforms 
with very large user bases is key. In case a 
specific layer needs to be replaced, this is 
foreseen in the modular approach of PHYSICS by 
incorporating relevant adapters and translation 
mechanisms. 

Not 
Occurred 

  

9 The developed design 
framework is not 
compatible with the 
major FaaS platforms 
WP3 

The risk will be minimized through relevant 
state of the art analysis and early prototyping. 
Even from this stage the specific aspect has been 
investigated (Section 1.3.1.3.2) and a linked 
process from the design specification to a FaaS 
platform functional description has been found 
to be feasible. Relevant adaptations can also be 
performed in the design in case of such a risk 
appearing. 

Not 
Occured 
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10 Design environment 
is difficult to manage 
WP3 

Flow based environments are famous for their 
ease of use and modular rationale. Furthermore, 
PHYSICS partners have extensive knowledge of 
their development, usage, automation (e.g. 
through dockerization) and link to code 
management tools (e.g. github) that will 
guarantee a fully packaged version of the tool. 
Feedback from internal (project use cases) as 
well as external audiences will be pursued early 
on in order to cover aspects such as usability, 
intuitiveness, automation levels etc. 

Not 
Occured 

  

11 Semantic 
descriptions are not 
well elaborated to 
capture needs 
WP3 WP5 

Necessary queries will be defined early on so 
that the modelling level of the semantic 
descriptions is clarified with relation to needed 
characteristics and features. Candidate queries 
will be executed on top of the incremental 
versions of the models in order to detect any 
weaknesses in descriptive power. In case of 
detection, semantic models will be extended and 
adapted based on the identified needs. 

Not 
Occured 

 

12 Cloud Design 
patterns not 
addressing UC needs 
and are difficult to 
use 
WP3 

The flow programming environment will enable 
easier integration of the respective pattern 
subflows as well as abstraction aspects. UC input 
is foreseen to be included in the requirements of 
the design process (starting from WP2 and 
feeding to all other WPs) thus needed 
functionalities will be highlighted from the 
beginning. 

Not 
Occured 

  

13 Controlling logic does 
not converge to the 
desired set point 
WP3 WP5 

A diverse set of controllers and adapters will be 
defined, following different methodologies. 
Training and parameter optimization of the logic 
will be made available for each type in order to 
enhance controller quality and responsiveness 
based on needed trade-offs between accuracy, 
oscillation and time to convergence. 

Not 
Occured 

  

14 Scalability of the 
components does not 
prove sufficient 
WP3 WP4 
WP5 

Extensive testing and benchmarking will be 
performed in the context of component 
evaluation (and with the relevant aid from T4.2) 
as well as relevant KPIs inserted in the 
component requirements following the 
S.M.A.R.T. principles. In case significant 
deviations are detected, relevant redesign of the 
bottlenecks will be performed. 

Not 
Occured  

  

15 Experienced 
performance stability 
is not improved 
following add-ons 
WP4 WP5 

PHYSICS enables multiple levels of control and 
performance optimization, including data 
management aspects, global optimization, local 
scheduling, interference investigation etc. as 
well as monitoring and evaluation of resource 
performance over time. Therefore, the 
combination of these approaches will enable 
complementarity and compensation in case of 
an observed shortcoming in a particular domain. 

Not 
Occurred 
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16 Optimization 
algorithms too 
computationally 
intensive 
WP4 

Variations of solvers will be used in order to 
address this condition, so that the platform 
owner can select between optimal solving and 
time constraint for finding a solution. 

Not 
Occurred 

  

17 Application 
reconfiguration 
and/or resource 
adaptation is too time 
demanding 
WP4 WP5 

Controlling logic in general may include a trade-
off between responsiveness and oscillation, 
leading to an optimized selection of an 
operational point. Therefore, reconfiguration 
will take place only at absolutely necessary 
times and only if local-based approaches fail. 
Existence of optimized data sharing services will 
enhance this aspect, since handling of state is 
one of the bottlenecks of reconfiguration. 
Caching mechanisms will also be made available 
and applied across the execution substrate. 

Not 
Occurred 

  

18 Co-allocation 
placement 
mechanisms do not 
cover the expected 
improvements 
WP5 

Profiling at the level of resource usage will be 
performed in order to identify bottlenecks and 
resource usage conflicts between concurrently 
running functions. In case this is not sufficient to 
impact significantly runtime management, 
corrective actions such as extension of the 
profiling parameters, application of AI methods 
etc. will be applied in order to identify better 
groupings between multiple tenants... 

    

19 Extended interfaces 
for provider level 
toolkits are not 
uptaken by the 
domain 
WP5 

The existence of a partner (RHT) with extensive 
involvement in the domain as well as a key 
offering (Openshift) strengthens the 
demonstration, incorporation and uptake of this 
process. Furthermore, the unique nature of 
these extensions is anticipated to be a major 
advantage, especially given the fact that they will 
be supported in a seamless fashion from design 
to deployment and operation. 

Not 
Occurred 

  

20 Reuse of artefacts 
(controllers, 
schedulers, 
workflows etc) is not 
uptaken 
WP6 WP7 

PHYSICS aims at creating artefacts that target 
existing and well-established communities (e.g. 
Node-RED, OpenWhisk etc) with a wide user 
base. Furthermore, artefacts are foreseen to be 
created at multiple and diverse levels, ranging 
from simpler function contributions and 
adaptations (very common and very impactful 
especially in web development communities 
such as node.js) to more advanced and 
complicated flow libraries. Abstractions and 
packaging/import of these artefacts will enable 
their easy integration and incorporation, thus 
minimizing this risk. 

Not 
Occurred 

 

21 Complexity of the 
target scenarios 
WP6 

The scenarios will be broken down into 
subscenarios and applications in order to 
alleviate the relevant complexity. 

Not 
Occured 
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22 End User Experiences 
indicates high 
complexity 
WP6 WP7 

This feedback will be redirected to WP2 as well 
as the technical WPs for improving packaging 
and automation during the follow-up iterations. 
Extended usage of automation techniques such 
as dockerization, link to code versioning 
systems etc. is anticipated to alleviate this risk. 

Not 
Occurred 

  

23 A competitor 
launches a 
competitive product 
WP7 

The iterative process defined in the project work 
plan includes an on-going analysis of the state-
of-the-art, and updates to the plan to leverage 
new functions and regain the advantage. 
However current competitor analysis conducted 
indicates that the foreseeable competition does 
not cover significant aspects of the PHYSICS 
solution. 

Not 
Occurred 

 

24 Problems related to 
IPR and common 
exploitation of results 
arise during 
exploitation 
WP7 

There are specific procedures included in the 
project Consortium Agreement to protect the 
confidentiality and security of the individual and 
collective IPR shared for and/or arising from the 
collaborative work of the partners. 
Furthermore, multiple exploitation paths and 
models are being investigated during the course 
of the project, resulting in various participation 
schemes available to the project partners. 

Not 
Occurred 

 

25 Insufficient impact of 
innovations 
WP7 

Technical coordination will ensure that research 
remains relevant and the Innovation Board 
coordination will provide market oversight and 
recommended actions for increased impact 
creation. Furthermore, the UC inputs and 
feedback will aid towards ensuring that the key 
problems currently encountered will be 
sufficiently addressed. 

Not 
Occurred 

 

26 Project results are not 
taken up because 
adopters are not 
convinced by 
dissemination 
activities 
WP7 

WP7 provides a detailed explanation of the 
virtues of the approach, including contributions 
to open-source platforms and standards 
development among other avenues. 
Furthermore the pilot operation will act as a live 
demonstrator and evidence of the project effect. 
Dissemination analysis and feedback will ensure 
to understand where the process lacks and 
apply corrective measures. Relevant KPIs and 
feedback from events are consistently 
monitored. 

Not 
Occurred 
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27 New standards 
appear that present 
conflict or overlap 
with the project 
during development 
WP7 

The project pursues open and extendible 
standards and will put the emphasis on 
maintaining close contact with potential 
collaborators, including vendors and standard 
organisations, from the beginning of the project, 
allowing synchronisation with relevant 
standardisation efforts. Monitoring and 
participation in standardization processes will 
enable quick adaptation to emerging standards 
as well as influence. 

Not 
Occurred 

 

28 Lack of a suitable 
testbed for 
integration and use 
case demonstration 
activities 
WP3 WP4  
WP5 WP6 

Components implemented being platform 
independent so that they can be easily migrated. 
Use Kubernetes/OpenShift as the base so that 
different testbeds can be used (running on 
different cloud providers, on-premises, on 
developers environments). Defining use cases 
and components needs as soon as possible to 
better forecast testbed requirements. 

Occured Acquiring the cloud 
infrastructure took 
longer than expected 
and therefore also the 
setup of the 
infrastructure. Setup of 
local tests was also 
unclear but is currently 
mitigated by having 
alignment calls 
between the use-case 
partners and the 
technical partners 
regarding the 
local/edge topic. 
Using Kubernetes as a 
basis further helps in 
setting up testbeds  

29 Steeply effort peaks 
WP1 

PHYSICS has a low number of deliverables, 
especially in some work packages. The unlikely 
event of too high peaks of effort to be managed 
in proximity of deliverables’ due date has to be 
prevented. Therefore, unofficial interim-
deliverables will be produced during the 
project’s development to level as much as 
possible the effort of the partners as well as the 
overall performed work. 

Not 
Occurred 

  

30 Health issues 
resulting in no work 
from a Partner 
WP1 

COVID-19 consequences are not predictable, 
however, it may happen that partners could not 
be able to work under some circumstances. In 
case the specific Organization would be unable 
to substitute temporarily the person, the 
Coordinator and Consortium, given the wide 
range of expertise, will undertake such 
activities. 

Not 
Occurred 

  

Table 67 - Risks in PHYSICS 
The table shows clearly that the majority or risks did not occur in the project, mainly because mitigation 
strategies are defined and implemented in advance to reduce the chances of a risk occurring. Contingency 
plans are also depicted and have been readily activated in case a risk occurred, reducing its impact. 
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4. USE OF RESOURCES AND DEVIATIONS 
Here below you can find the table indicating the effort planned and used for the first two semesters of the 
project, where partners are listed by alphabetical order, specifying the distribution of effort per work 
package. This section is intended to analyze the data, provide graphical representations and explanations 
that may be needed to justify significant deviations between planned and used. 

  

 

The following charts represent the effort planned and used in the first year of the project per partner and 
per work package, respectively.  

 

Figure 2 - Effort per Partner 
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  WP1 WP2 WP3 WP4 WP5 WP6 WP7 TOT 
Partner P U P U P U P U P U P U P U P U 
ATOS 0 0 2 2,2 0 0 10,5 10,7 3,5 3,2 0 0 0,6 0,6 16,6 16,7 
BYTE 1,1 0,9 2 2,1 0 0 4 4,2 3,7 4,55 0 0 0,5 0,6 11,3 12,35 

CYBE 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,5 3,5 0,5 0,5 5 5 
DFKI 0 0 1,8 1,6 2,8 2,5 0 0 5 5 6 6,1 1,4 1,5 17 16,7 
FTDS 1,2 1 0 0 1,2 0,67 0 0 0 0 4,5 4,7 0,3 0,23 7,2 6,6 
GFT 7 5,99 3 2,38 4,3 3,84 0 0 0 0 0,08 0,06 0,7 0,58 15,08 12,85 
HPE 0 0 1,3 1,3 2,25 2,15 0,6 0,55 0 0 1,55 1,55 0,4 0,4 6,1 5,95 
HUA 0 0 2,6 3,15 8,4 10,41 3 4,91 3 0,82 0 0 0,07 0,07 17,07 19,36 

INNOV 0 0 3,2 3,62 0 0 5,3 5,05 1,2 1,26 0,2 0,17 2,9 3,23 12,8 13,33 
INQ 0 0 1,5 1,35 3,1 3,13 0 0 0,8 0,74 0 0 0,4 0,37 5,8 5,59 
ISPRINT 0 0 4 4,69 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,7 6,31 2,3 2,44 12 13,44 
RHT 0 0 2,7 2,7 0,1 0,1 0 0 4,25 4,25 0 0 1,1 1,17 8,15 8,22 
RYAX 0 0 1,1 1,1 1 1 5 4,8 5 5 0,6 0,6 0,2 0,2 12,9 12,7 

UPM 0 0 7,71 7,7 0 0,1 9,33 8,8 4 3,9 0,4 0,4 1 0,5 22,44 21,4 

TOT 10,3 8,89 32,91 33,89 23,15 23,9 37,73 39,01 30,45 28,72 22,53 23,39 12,37 12,39 169,44 170,19 

Table 61 – Effort per Partner and WP in S1 and S2  
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Figure 3 - Effort per WP 
The interval of tolerance between planned and used effort is set between plus and minus twenty-five 
percent and the deviations falling outside such interval are reported below along with their explanations. 

 

Figure 4 - Significant Deviations 
HUA 

HUA shows a sixty-four percent deviation concerning WP4 and a minus seventy-three percent deviation 
regarding WP5 because, even though the planned usage follows a linear distribution equally to the 
number of months in the active WP duration, most of the work in WP4 needs to precede our work in WP5, 
which leads to the lower effort in WP5 and the increased effort in WP4. Outputs of WP4 are expected to be 
used in the subsequent work in WP5. Furthermore, the increased effort in WP4 is also due to the 
involvement of a candidate PhD student, with a higher effort, but at a lower PM rate. 
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FTDS 

FTDS has shown a forty-four percent deviation in WP3 due to sickness and parental leave, forecasting the 
compensation to the deviation in the future with an increase in effort used. 

UPM 

UPM has shown a fifty percent deviation in WP7 due to planning issues. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS  
This deliverable reports the overall progress of the project from M1 to M12. The data were gathered during the 
whole period and reporting of effort and activities done is assessed every 6 months. Each partner is responsible 
for its own claims, but it is the Coordinator (GFT) who then checks and keeps track of what is claimed in respect 
to what is produced. The presented document will serve as source of input for the technical reporting in the 
project review and is intended to be updated, while maintaining the same structure, for the next versions. In this 
first version the financials are not included because, instead of being checked every 6 months, follow a different 
timeframe – the same periods of the project reviews.  

The deliverable is an important assessment to understand exactly what was done at WP level, by each partner, 
and ultimately in the project as a whole. However, it is important to highlight that the next versions will depict 
thoroughly the technical advancements in relation to deliverables and KPIs, which in the first year of the project 
reached the expected level as described in the workplan.  

Moreover, the next versions of the deliverable might include new sections such as project Amendments, results 
and comments from the first project review, as well as other relevant activities might be worth mentioning.  
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